Contents of the Rating Guide

For Part III A Scaffold (open-ended) questions:
• A question-specific rubric

For Part III B (DBQ) essay:
• A content-specific rubric
• Prescored answer papers. Score levels 5 and 1 have two papers each, and score levels 4, 3, and 2 have three papers each. They are ordered by score level from high to low.
• Commentary explaining the specific score awarded to each paper
• Five prescored practice papers

General:
• Test Specifications
• Web addresses for the test-specific conversion chart and teacher evaluation forms

Mechanics of Rating

The procedures on page 2 are to be used in rating papers for this examination. More detailed directions for the organization of the rating process and procedures for rating the examination are included in the Information Booklet for Scoring the Regents Examination in United States History and Government.
**United States History and Government**

**Rating the Essay Question**

(1) Follow your school’s procedures for training raters. This process should include:

*Introduction to the task—*
- Raters read the task
- Raters identify the answers to the task
- Raters discuss possible answers and summarize expectations for student responses

*Introduction to the rubric and anchor papers—*
- Trainer leads review of specific rubric with reference to the task
- Trainer reviews procedures for assigning holistic scores, i.e., by matching evidence from the response to the rubric
- Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary

*Practice scoring individually—*
- Raters score a set of five papers independently without looking at the scores and commentaries provided
- Trainer records scores and leads discussion until the raters feel confident enough to move on to actual rating

(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a student’s essay on the rating sheet provided, *not* directly on the student’s essay or answer sheet. The rater should *not* correct the student’s work by making insertions or changes of any kind.

(3) Each essay must be rated by at least two raters; a third rater will be necessary to resolve scores that differ by more than one point.

**Rating the Scaffold (open-ended) Questions**

(1) Follow a similar procedure for training raters.

(2) The scaffold questions are to be scored by one rater.

(3) The scores for each scaffold question must be recorded in the student’s examination booklet and on the student’s answer sheet. The letter identifying the rater must also be recorded on the answer sheet.

(4) Record the total Part III A score if the space is provided on the student's Part I answer sheet.

**Schools are not permitted to rescore any of the open-ended questions (scaffold questions, thematic essay, DBQ essay) on this exam after each question has been rated the required number of times as specified in the rating guides, regardless of the final exam score. Schools are required to ensure that the raw scores have been added correctly and that the resulting scale score has been determined accurately. Teachers may not score their own students’ answer papers.**

The scoring coordinator will be responsible for organizing the movement of papers, calculating a final score for each student’s essay, recording that score on the student’s Part I answer sheet, and determining the student’s final examination score. The conversion chart for this examination is located at [http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/](http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/) and must be used for determining the final examination score.
The nation’s worst depression of the 19th century began in 1893. In 1894, the worst year of the depression, workers at the Pullman Company went on strike in Chicago.

[...]

The rents Pullman charged were excessive, running about 25 percent higher than in neighboring towns. He sold at ten cents per thousand gallons water that he bought from Chicago at four cents. He forced his tenants to buy their food and other necessities from company stores, where prices far exceeded those of regular outlets. The simmering cauldron of protest boiled over when in 1894 the company cut wages an average of 25 percent, without a comparable cut in rent or in the cost of necessities. Pullman refused to listen to complaints and dismissed from their jobs those who persisted in the outcry. He then closed the plant.

At this juncture, the American Railway Union, which had a membership of 150,000, including several thousand Pullman employees, joined the struggle, ordering its members not to handle trains with Pullman cars attached. The strike was quickly turned into a national disruption. Within a month, railroad traffic, particularly in the western states, was almost at a standstill. The beset railroad owners hit on the scheme of coupling Pullman cars to trains that carried mail, confident that any interference with the mail was a federal crime. When the strikers still refused to man the trains, the railroads persuaded Attorney General Olney to swear in an army of special deputies—actually in the pay of the railroads—in order to help keep the trains moving.

The leader of the union was Eugene V. Debs, a gentle but dynamic person who had made the interests of workingmen the consuming enthusiasm of his life. He had instructed his members to avoid violence. But it broke out now anyhow between the deputies and the strikers. The railroads in their frustration asked President Cleveland to send federal troops to keep order and to guarantee the safe handling of the mails.


1a According to Henry F. Graff, what was one reason Pullman workers went on strike?

Score of 1:

- States a reason Pullman workers went on strike according to Henry F. Graff
  
  *Examples:* Pullman charged excessive rents; rents charged by Pullman were about 25 percent higher than in neighboring towns; Pullman sold water he bought for 4 cents at 10 cents per thousand gallons; tenants were forced to buy their food and other necessities from company stores; prices at company stores far exceeded those of regular outlets; worst 19th century depression led to tensions at Pullman Company; company cut wages in 1894 an average of 25 percent without a comparable cut in rent or the cost of necessities; Pullman refused to listen to complaints; Pullman dismissed from their jobs those who persisted in outcry; Pullman closed the plant

Score of 0:

- Incorrect response
  
  *Examples:* rents were too low; workers were not permitted to buy at company stores; Pullman listened to complaints; American Railway Union had a membership of 150,000; the strike turned into a national disruption

- Vague response
  
  *Examples:* railroads were frustrated; it was a federal crime; there were regular outlets

- No response
1b According to Henry F. Graff, what was one reason President Grover Cleveland was asked to send federal troops to Chicago?

Score of 1:
- States a reason President Grover Cleveland was asked to send federal troops to Chicago according to Henry F. Graff
  
  *Examples:* to keep order; to guarantee safe handling of mails; strike was causing a national disruption; railroad traffic, particularly in the western states, was almost at a standstill; strikers refused to handle trains carrying mail that had Pullman cars attached; interference with the mail was a federal crime; railroads had persuaded Attorney General Olney to swear in an army of special deputies to keep trains moving which led to violence; violence broke out between deputies and strikers

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  
  *Examples:* to stop the mail; to swear in an army of special deputies; railroad traffic was increasing; to protect the strikers; Debs was the leader of the union
- Vague response
  
  *Examples:* members were instructed; Debs quit; enthusiasm was consuming
- No response
President Grover Cleveland responded to the strike and to the riots that followed by sending federal troops to Chicago.

... Cleveland also feared the worst, and responded accordingly. Federal troops arrived to quell [stop] the riots, ironically, on July 4. While patriotic citizens set off fireworks, in the city of Chicago they set fires. Thousands of angry protestors lay waste to the city. At the Chicago rail yards more freight trains were flipped over and cars ablaze. A huge fire that night destroyed the expositions on the grounds of the World's Fair. Chicago degenerated into lawlessness and chaos.

It continued for four days. On July 6, a rail deputy shot two men, inciting the largest riot of all—6,000 rail workers destroyed over $340,000 worth of railroad property on a single day as over 700 railroad cars were torched. The next day, a mob attacked the state militia. The soldiers fired back, killing 4 rioters and wounding 20 others. Reinforcements for the federal troops were called up from surrounding states. No American city had ever experienced such anarchy in peacetime. . . .


Document 2b

*Burning of Six Hundred Freight-Cars on the Panhandle Railroad, South of Fiftieth Street, on the Evening of July 6th.*

2 Based on these documents, what was one effect of President Cleveland’s decision to send federal troops to end the Pullman strike?

Score of 1:
- States an effect of President Cleveland’s decision to send federal troops to end the Pullman strike based on these documents
  
  Examples: citizens set fires in Chicago; thousands of angry protestors lay waste to the city; more freight trains were flipped over in Chicago rail yards; railroad cars were set ablaze; huge fire destroyed expositions on grounds of World’s Fair; Chicago degenerated into lawlessness and chaos; riots continued for four days; a rail deputy shot two men, inciting a large riot; 6,000 rail workers destroyed over $340,000 worth of railroad property on a single day; over 700 railroad cars torched in a single day; mob attacked the state militia; soldiers killed four rioters and wounded 20 others; reinforcements for federal troops called up from surrounding states; 600 freight cars on Panhandle Railroad burned the night of July 6th; there were thousands of angry protestors; lawlessness and chaos; anarchy/riots

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  
  Examples: federal troops set fires in Chicago; federal troops refused to go to Chicago; reinforcements were sent back; a rail deputy was shot

- Vague response
  
  Examples: the worst was feared; he responded; citizens were patriotic; freight trains were in the rail yards; it was peacetime

- No response
The Pullman Strike of 1894 was the first national strike in United States history. Before coming to an end, it involved over 150,000 persons and twenty-seven states and territories and would paralyze the nation's railway system. The entire rail labor force of the nation would walk away from their jobs. In supporting the capital side [railroad owners] of this strike President Cleveland for the first time in the Nation's history would send in federal troops, who would fire on and kill United States Citizens, against the wishes of the states. The federal courts of the nation would outlaw striking by the passing of the Omnibus indictment [federal charges against the leaders of the American Railway Union]. This blow to unionized labor would not be struck down until the passing of the Wagner act in 1935. This all began in the little town of Pullman, Illinois, just south of Chicago. . . .


3 According to Keith Ladd and Greg Rickman, what was one effect of President Cleveland’s decision to support railroad owners during the Pullman strike?

Score of 1:
- States an effect of President Cleveland’s decision to support railroad owners during the Pullman strike according to Keith Ladd and Greg Rickman
  
  Examples: federal troops fired on and killed United States citizens; federal courts outlawed the strike by issuing the Omnibus indictment; federal charges were brought against the leaders of the American Railway Union; unionized labor suffered a blow that would not be struck down until the Wagner Act passed in 1935; against the wishes of the states, President Cleveland sent in federal troops; Cleveland set the precedent for using federal troops against labor unions; setbacks for labor unions

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  
  Examples: it was the first national strike in United States history; it involved over 150,000 persons/twenty-seven states and territories; it paralyzed the nation’s railway system; entire rail labor force of nation walked away from their jobs; it increased the labor force of railroads; unionized labor was accepted; federal courts supported the strike

- Vague response
  
  Examples: they walked away; capital side; Pullman, Illinois; it began in a little town; they were first

- No response
Document 4a

Veterans’ sheds, tents, and shanties sprawled across the Anacostia Flats in Washington, D.C., in 1932.

Source: National Archives (adapted)

Document 4b

Violent clash between police and veterans on the morning of July 28, 1932.

Source: General Douglas MacArthur Foundation

Document 4c

. . . No “civil commotion” attracted as much attention as the march of the “bonus army.” Demanding immediate and full payment of bonuses for their service in World War I, 15,000 to 20,000 unemployed veterans moved on Washington in the spring of 1932. The House passed the bonus bill, but when the Senate voted it down by an overwhelming margin, half the men stayed on; they had no jobs, no homes, no place else to go. Most of them lived in mean shanties on the muddy Anacostia flats, some camped in unused government buildings. General Glassford, the head of the District police, treated the men decently and with discretion, but, as the men stayed on day after day, federal officials panicked. On July 28, 1932, the government decided precipitately [suddenly] to evict bonus marchers from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Avenue. Two veterans were killed and several District police were injured in a scuffle that followed. President Hoover summoned the U.S. Army to take over. . . .

4a Based on these documents, state one reason World War I veterans marched on Washington, D.C., in 1932.

Score of 1:
- States a reason World War I veterans marched on Washington, D.C., in 1932 based on these documents
  Examples: to demand immediate and full payment of bonuses for their service in World War I; to pressure Congress to pass the Bonus Bill; they had no jobs; they had no homes; they were unemployed

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  Examples: to live in shanties on Anacostia flats; the House passed the Bonus Bill; to demand gradual payment of bonuses; to find work
- Vague response
  Examples: a civil commotion; to move on; an overwhelming margin; to camp
- No response

4b Based on these documents, state one reason President Hoover sent the United States Army to remove the Bonus Marchers.

Score of 1:
- States a reason President Hoover sent the United States Army to remove the Bonus Marchers based on these documents
  Examples: no civil commotion had attracted such attention; federal officials panicked; even after the Bonus Bill was voted down the men stayed on day after day; two veterans had been killed and several district police had been injured in a scuffle; clash between police and veterans on morning of July 28, 1932 was violent; to end the civil commotion; violent clashes when the government suddenly decided to evict Bonus Marchers from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Avenue

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  Examples: bonuses were being paid; to find them jobs; they had served in World War I; General Glassford was the head of the district police; General Glassford treated the veterans decently
- Vague response
  Examples: it was sudden; they were summoned
- No response
A storm of protest followed. Americans who viewed the photographs and read the reports over the next few days found the actions of their government inexcusable. Any remaining faith they still had in Washington was now called into question, especially when Hoover and MacArthur attempted to justify their orders by saying that the marchers were criminals and communists. Far from a revolutionary crowd, the veterans seemed to most people to be little different than the rest of the nation: they had no work and they wanted to feed their families. Squeezed from all directions, the people needed an ally—desperately—and in the Democratic candidate for president in 1932, they finally found one. . . .
5 According to these documents, what were two reasons many Americans thought the government’s action against the veterans was wrong?

Score of 2 or 1:
- Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each different reason many Americans thought the government’s action against the veterans was wrong according to these documents.
  *Examples:* troops had used gas bombs and flames/troops burned shacks/tear gas and torches were used to rout the ragged army; Hoover and MacArthur calling the marchers criminals and communists was unwarranted; veterans were suffering like the rest of the nation; veterans had only wanted work and to be able to feed their families; the government had used extreme tactics against peaceful veterans.

Note: To receive maximum credit, two different reasons many Americans thought the government’s action against the veterans was wrong must be stated. For example, *troops used gas bombs and flames* and *troops burned shacks* are the same reason expressed in different words. In this and similar cases, award only one credit for this question.

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  *Examples:* troops were hurt; veterans used gas bombs and flames; veterans were criminals and communists; veterans were part of a revolutionary crowd; there was a Democratic candidate for president.
- Vague response
  *Examples:* storm of protest; concerted drive follows action; faith called into question; they were squeezed; it was in the shadow of the capital.
- No response.
American history is punctuated by moments and incidents that become prisms through which larger events are better understood—the Boston Tea Party, Nat Turner's Rebellion, the Alamo, John Brown's Raid. The march of the Bonus Army belongs in such company. But its significance has been obscured [dimmed] by time, even to its direct beneficiaries—the millions of later veterans whose bonus would be the GI Bill and the benefits that have followed to the present day. And, its legacy is everlasting. The First Amendment of the Constitution grants Americans the right “to petition the government for redress of grievances.” Millions of Americans have since peacefully marched on Washington in support of various causes, their way paved by the veterans of 1932.


6 According to Paul Dickson and Thomas B. Allen, what was one impact of the Bonus Army?

Score of 1:
- States an impact of the Bonus Army according to Paul Dickson and Thomas B. Allen
  Examples: GI Bill gave millions of later veterans bonuses; benefits/bonuses continue for veterans to the present day; they paved the way for millions of protestors to march peacefully on Washington; the rights of the first amendment were upheld/the right to petition the government for redress of grievances was upheld; it was a turning point that expanded the benefits of veterans/rights of protestors

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  Examples: it stopped bonuses for veterans; the first amendment of the Constitution was used to stop them; it ended marches on Washington; it ended rights of protestors
- Vague response
  Examples: American history is punctuated by moments/incidents; larger events are understood through prisms; it belongs in such company; they supported various causes
- No response
Document 7a

In 1941, civil rights activist A. Philip Randolph demanded an end to racial segregation in the Armed Forces.

. . . Roosevelt ignored Randolph’s call for a desegregated army. By that time, all branches of the military separated black soldiers into their own units, deployed them on segregated trains, and housed them in old, dilapidated barracks. Most black soldiers served as stewards and cooks or performed menial labor such as maintaining latrines [bathrooms]. As late as 1940, the U.S. armed services included only five black commissioned officers, including Benjamin O. Davis, Sr., the first African-American to reach the rank of general, and Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., the 20th century’s first black graduate of West Point. Military leaders routinely denied black soldiers entry into many training classes that would have enabled them to advance in rank. . . .


Document 7b

. . . Not surprisingly, black organizations pressed hard for equality within the armed services. They viewed the military as a key institution in American life. A direct arm of the government, and a direct expression of the people, it personified the democratic values for which the United States fought. Ending racial discrimination in the armed forces would have a powerful effect on civil society. Moreover, if blacks made an equal contribution to the war effort, their claim to full citizenship would be much stronger. . . .

7 Based on these documents, what were two reasons African American civil rights leaders called for an end to racial segregation in the Armed Forces?

Score of 2 or 1:
- Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each different reason African American civil rights leaders called for an end to racial segregation in the Armed Forces based on these documents
  
  Examples: black soldiers were still separated into their own units; African American soldiers were being deployed on segregated trains; African American soldiers were being housed in old, dilapidated barracks; most black soldiers served as stewards; most black soldiers served as cooks; most black soldiers performed menial labor/maintained latrines/bathrooms; in 1940, the United States armed services included only five black commissioned officers; military leaders routinely denied black soldiers entry into many training classes that would enable them to advance in rank; the military was viewed as a key institution in American life; military personified the democratic values for which the United States fought; ending racial discrimination in the armed forces would have a powerful effect on civil society; if African Americans made a contribution to the war effort, their claims to full citizenship would be much stronger

Note: To receive maximum credit, two different reasons African American civil rights leaders called for desegregation in the Armed Forces must be stated. For example, African American soldiers performed menial labor and African American soldiers maintained bathrooms are the same reason expressed in different words. In this and similar cases, award only one credit for this question.

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  
  Examples: segregated trains were not allowed; there were no African American commissioned officers; West Point has had no African American graduates; African Americans could not fight in the United States military

- Vague response
  
  Examples: Roosevelt ignored the call; all branches; they pressed hard; it was a direct expression; it was personified

- No response
Following World War II, on orders from President Truman, the Army, Navy, and Air Force abolished their traditional Jim Crow units and with very little fanfare integrated themselves. On a recent [September 1963] 3,200-mile tour of the South, we viewed the impressive results.

We saw Negro and white servicemen eating at the same mess-hall tables, drinking at the same on-base bars, playing ball on the same teams. They sleep in the same barracks, share lavatories and showers, borrow money from one another until pay day.

In on-base homes assigned without regard for race, white and Negro families live next door to one another, baby-sit for one another, watch TV together, share backyard barbecues. They swim together in on-base pools, worship together in military chapels. Their children play and squabble happily together on the lawns, attend on-base schools and Sunday schools together. All this has for years been accepted practice on military bases, including many in the Deep South.


Document 8b

Soldiers from the U.S. Army’s Integrated Second Infantry Division in Korea

Source: Defense Media Network (adapted)
Based on these documents, what were two results of President Harry Truman’s executive order abolishing segregated “Jim Crow units” in the military?

Score of 2 or 1:

- Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each different result of President Harry Truman’s executive order abolishing segregated “Jim Crow units” in the military based on these documents.

  Examples: Army, Navy, and Air Force integrated with little fanfare; Negro and white servicemen ate at the same mess-hall tables; Negro and white servicemen drank at the same on-base bars; Negro and white servicemen played ball on the same teams; Negro and white servicemen slept in the same barracks; Negro and white servicemen shared lavatories; Negro and white servicemen shared showers; Negro and white servicemen borrowed money from one another; on-base homes were assigned without regard to race; white and Negro families lived next door to one another; white and Negro families baby-sat for one another; white and Negro families watched television together; white and Negro families shared backyard barbecues; white and Negro families swam together in on-base pools; white and Negro families worshiped together in military chapels; children played together on lawns; children attended on-base schools together; children attended Sunday schools together; integration an accepted practice on military bases including many in Deep South; soldiers and families of both races easily mixed together in day-to-day activities; soldiers fought in the Korean War in integrated units/United States Army’s Second Infantry division in Korea was integrated.

Note: To receive maximum credit, two different results of President Harry Truman’s executive order abolishing segregated “Jim Crow units” in the military must be stated. For example, soldiers fought in the Korean War in integrated units and U.S. Army’s Second Infantry division in Korea was integrated are the same result expressed in different words. In this and similar cases, award only one credit for this question.

Score of 0:

- Incorrect response
  Examples: traditional Jim Crow units in Army, Navy, and Air Force not abolished; on-base homes were segregated; African American soldiers could not fight in Korea; soldiers found it difficult to adjust to integration.

- Vague response
  Examples: practices are accepted; a 3,200-mile tour of the South; it followed World War II; it was the Deep South.

- No response.
...The military’s last all-black unit disbanded in 1954, and the services, with the exception of the navy, which lagged somewhat behind, recruited African Americans for all specialties. Acceptance in the ranks did not, however, mean acceptance in communities adjacent to military installations. While black service personnel had equal access to integrated military family quarters on bases, they faced the same discrimination in housing in local civilian communities that had always existed. . . .

Black military personnel also faced discrimination in furthering their own education. Universities near military installations, especially in the South, refused to accept black students.

Outside the gates of their bases, black military personnel found that civilian communities treated them in the same manner as they did their local minority population. Jim Crow laws, again mostly in the South but to some degree throughout the country, separated black from white in shopping, eating, housing, transportation, and recreational facilities. Frequently these public areas exhibited “Whites Only” signs, and the towns had police more than willing to enforce these policies. . . .

The arrival of the 1960s brought increased impatience in the black military and civilian communities. Protests continued, with sit-ins the dominant form of nonviolent action as blacks and their supporters challenged local Jim Crow laws restricting their access to eating establishments and other public facilities. . . .


9 According to Michael Lee Lanning, what was one way discrimination against African Americans continued after President Truman’s executive order?

Score of 1:
- States a way discrimination against African Americans continued after President Harry Truman’s executive order according to Michael Lee Lanning
  
  *Examples:* acceptance in ranks did not mean acceptance in communities adjacent to military installations; black service personnel faced the same discrimination in housing in local civilian communities that always existed; black military personnel faced discrimination in furthering their education; some universities near military installations refused to accept black students; civilian communities treated black military personnel in the same manner as they did the local minority population; Jim Crow laws separated blacks from whites in shopping/eating/housing/transportation/recreational facilities; public areas frequently exhibited “Whites Only” signs; town police were willing to enforce “Whites Only” policies; the last all-black unit was not disbanded until 1954

Score of 0:
- Incorrect response
  
  *Examples:* services recruited African Americans for all specialties; black students were accepted at some universities; black military personnel were treated the same; sit-ins became violent; “Whites Only” signs were banned

- Vague response
  
  *Examples:* acceptance to ranks; outside the gates of bases; military installations in the South; treated in the same manner; towns had police; 1960s brought impatience

- No response
United States History and Government
Content-Specific Rubric
Document-Based Question
August 2019

Historical Context: The president of the United States has been granted power as the commander in chief by the Constitution. Although the president has used his military powers to commit troops overseas, he has also used this power to respond to domestic challenges. These challenges have included President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike, President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army, and President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces.

Task: Select two domestic challenges mentioned in the historical context and for each
• Describe the historical circumstances that led to the president’s action
• Discuss how the president’s action influenced the United States and/or American society

Scoring Notes:
1. This document-based question has a minimum of four components (for each of two domestic challenges, describing the historical circumstances that led to the president’s action and discussing how the president’s action influenced the United States and/or American society).
2. The historical circumstances that led to the president’s action may be discussed from either a broad or a narrow perspective, e.g., the Pullman strike resulted from the rise of labor unions in reaction to the growth of big business after the Civil War or the strike resulted from the actions of George Pullman against the Pullman Company workers.
3. The description of historical circumstances that led to the president’s action may include information about the president’s action.
4. The influence of the president’s action on the United States and/or American society may be immediate or long term.
5. The discussion of the influence of the president’s action may be on the United States, on American society, or on both.
6. The use of language that appears in documents should not be penalized, e.g., historically accepted terms for African Americans.
7. The influence of the president’s action may be discussed from different perspectives as long as the positions are supported by accurate historical facts and examples.
8. Only two domestic challenges should be chosen from the historical context. If three challenges are addressed, only the first two should be scored.
9. For the purpose of meeting the criteria of using at least four documents in the response, documents 2a, 2b, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 5b, 7a, 7b, 8a, and 8b may be considered as separate documents if the response uses separate, specific information from each document.
Score of 5:

- Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for each of two domestic challenges by discussing the historical circumstances that led to the president’s action and how the president’s action influenced the United States and/or American society.
- Is more analytical than descriptive (analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information), e.g., Pullman strike: connects the rise of big business, the injustices of the Pullman Company toward workers, and the decision of Eugene Debs’ American Railway Union to support striking Pullman workers to President Cleveland’s decision to send federal troops to end the strike which incited violence, made military intervention a major tool of government to suppress labor, and weakened unions until passage of the Wagner Act during the New Deal; Bonus March: connects widespread suffering during the Great Depression, the Senate’s rejection of the World War I veterans’ bonus bill, and the veterans’ occupation of Washington, D.C., to President Hoover’s decision to use federal troops to evict the Bonus Marchers which contributed to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s victory in 1932, Roosevelt’s eventual proposal for veterans’ benefits in the GI Bill, and reinforced the peoples’ right to petition the government.
- Incorporates relevant information from at least four documents (see Key Ideas Chart).
- Incorporates substantial relevant outside information related to major historical events (see Outside Information Chart).
- Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details, e.g., Pullman strike: laissez-faire policies; robber barons; defiance of federal injunction; In Re Debs; collective bargaining; role of New Deal; Bonus March: Hoovervilles; shantytowns; rugged individualism; combat service; first amendment rights for redress of grievances; peaceful marches on Washington.
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are beyond a restatement of the theme.

Score of 4:

- Develops all aspects of the task but may do so somewhat unevenly by discussing all aspects of the task for one domestic challenge more thoroughly than for the second domestic challenge or by discussing one aspect of the task less thoroughly than the other aspects.
- Is both descriptive and analytical (applies, analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information), e.g., Pullman strike: discusses how the conditions faced by Pullman workers and the results of the decision of the American Railway Union to support the striking Pullman workers led to the decision by President Cleveland to send troops to end the strike which increased the use of federal injunctions and troops against strikers and weakened labor unions for decades; Bonus March: discusses how the denial of benefits to World War I veterans during the Great Depression and the veterans’ encampment in Washington, D.C., led to Hoover’s decision to send troops to evict the Bonus Marchers which helped Franklin D. Roosevelt win the presidency in 1932 and reinforced the peoples’ right to petition the government.
- Incorporates relevant information from at least four documents.
- Incorporates relevant outside information.
- Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details.
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are beyond a restatement of the theme.
Score of 3:

- Develops **all** aspects of the task with little depth or develops **at least three** aspects of the task in some depth
- Is more descriptive than analytical (applies, may analyze and/or evaluate information)
- Incorporates some relevant information from some of the documents
- Incorporates limited relevant outside information
- Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some minor inaccuracies
- Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that may be a restatement of the theme

**Note:** If **all** aspects of the task are thoroughly developed evenly and in depth for **one** domestic challenge and if the response meets most of the other Level 5 criteria, the response may be a Level 3 paper.

Score of 2:

- Minimally develops **all** aspects of the task or develops **at least two** aspects of the task in some depth
- Is primarily descriptive; may include faulty, weak, or isolated application or analysis
- Incorporates limited relevant information from the documents or consists primarily of relevant information copied from the documents
- Presents little or no relevant outside information
- Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some inaccuracies
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not clearly identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/or a conclusion

Score of 1:

- Minimally develops some aspects of the task
- Is descriptive; may lack understanding, application, or analysis
- Makes vague, unclear references to the documents or consists primarily of relevant and irrelevant information copied from the documents
- Presents no relevant outside information
- Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details; may include inaccuracies
- May demonstrate a weakness in organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not clearly identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/or a conclusion

Score of 0:

Fails to develop the task or may only refer to the theme in a general way; **OR** includes no relevant facts, examples, or details; **OR** includes only the historical context and/or task as copied from the test booklet; **OR** includes only entire documents copied from the test booklet; **OR** is illegible; **OR** is a blank paper

*The term **create** as used by Anderson/Krathwohl, et al. in their 2001 revision of Bloom’s *Taxonomy of Educational Objectives* refers to the highest level of the cognitive domain. This usage of create is similar to Bloom’s use of the term **synthesis**. Creating implies an insightful reorganization of information into a new pattern or whole. While a Level 5 paper will contain analysis and/or evaluation of information, a very strong paper may also include examples of creating information as defined by Anderson and Krathwohl.

All sample student essays in this rating guide are presented in the same cursive font while preserving actual student work, including errors. This will ensure that the sample essays are easier for raters to read and use as scoring aids.

Raters should continue to disregard the quality of a student’s handwriting in scoring examination papers and focus on how well the student has accomplished the task. The content-specific rubric should be applied holistically in determining the level of a student’s response.
### President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike

**Key Ideas from Documents 1–3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Circumstances</th>
<th>Influence of the Presidential Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 1</strong>—Panic of 1893 worst depression nation had experienced; 1894 worst year of depression</td>
<td><strong>Doc 2</strong>—Arrival of federal troops in Chicago to stop riots on July 4, 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive rents charged by Pullman Company (25 percent higher than neighboring towns)</td>
<td>Fires set in Chicago by thousands of angry protestors (freight trains flipped over, cars set ablaze at Chicago rail yards, destruction of expositions on grounds of World’s Fair by fire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Pullman bought from Chicago for 4 cents per thousand gallons sold for 10 cents</td>
<td>Degeneration into lawlessness in Chicago and chaos for four days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenants forced to buy food and other necessities from company stores (prices far exceeded regular outlets)</td>
<td>Two men shot by rail deputy on July 6 inciting largest riot (Over $340,000 worth of rail property destroyed on single day by 6,000 rail workers, over 700 railroad cars torched, 600 freight cars burned on Panhandle Railroad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages cut in 1894 an average of 25 percent; no comparable cut in rent or cost of necessities</td>
<td>State militia attacked on July 7 by mob (soldiers fired back, four rioters killed, 20 wounded)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaints not listened to by Pullman</td>
<td>Reinforcements for federal troops called up from surrounding states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Those who persisted dismissed from jobs</td>
<td><strong>Doc 3</strong>—Federal troops sent by president to end strike in support of railroad owners (against wishes of states; first time in nation’s history)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant in Chicago closed by Pullman</td>
<td>United States citizens fired on and killed by federal troops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several thousand Pullman employees included in American Railway Union membership of 150,000</td>
<td>Strikes outlawed by federal courts (Omnibus indictment; federal charges against leaders of American Railway Union)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Railway Union members ordered not to handle trains with Pullman cars attached</td>
<td>Blow to unionized labor not struck down until Wagner Act in 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National disruption as result of strike (railroad traffic almost at standstill)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pullman cars coupled to trains carrying mail by railroad owners (interference with mail was a federal crime)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued refusal by strikers to man trains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney General Olney persuaded by railroads to swear in army of special deputies to be paid by railroads to help keep trains moving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Railway Union members instructed by leader Eugene V. Debs to avoid violence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break out of violence between deputies and strikers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Cleveland asked by railroads to send federal troops to keep order and guarantee safe handling of mails</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 3</strong>—Pullman first national strike in United States history</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 150,000 persons and 27 states and territories involved in strike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation’s railway system paralyzed by strike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job walkouts by entire rail labor force</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike

Relevant Outside Information
(This list is not all-inclusive.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Circumstances</th>
<th>Influence of the Presidential Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact of industrialization on workers’ status (low wages, long hours, dangerous working conditions, lockouts, blacklists, yellow dog contracts, easily fired, few legal rights, abundant strikebreakers, child labor)</td>
<td>Negative public opinion created by violence (worker reaction to arrival of federal troops; public opinion divided about strikes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong government connections to railroads (land grants, subsidies, military needs, postal needs)</td>
<td>Court injunction defied by Debs (imprisonment without jury trial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control by company towns of all aspects of life (schools, churches, water and gas lines, expenses deducted from paychecks, spies)</td>
<td>Debs’s sentence upheld by Supreme Court (<em>In Re Debs</em>, injunctions legalized as weapon against workers, Debs becomes socialist and eventual leader of party)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growing worker support for unions (Knights of Labor, American Federation of Labor)</td>
<td>Increased fear of government by unions with use of injunctions that limit or prohibit strikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent strikes and precedent for federal troops as a result of economic downturns (Panic of 1873; after request from state governor federal troops sent by President Hayes to end Baltimore and Ohio Railroad strike)</td>
<td>Growth of concern that big business is in collusion with courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruption of national economy (distribution of farm goods, closing of factories)</td>
<td>Few legislative victories for organized labor until New Deal (limited state labor victories during Progressive Era)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Sherman Antitrust Act by courts to restrict union activities (“no combination in restraint of trade”)</td>
<td>Intervention by President Theodore Roosevelt in Anthracite Coal strike (1902), creating a precedent with an arbitration commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significant legislative victories for organized labor during New Deal (Fair Labor Standards Act, Social Security Act)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army

#### Key Ideas from Documents 4–6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Circumstances</th>
<th>Influence of the Presidential Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 4</strong>—Erection of sheds, tents, and shanties by veterans on Anacostia Flats, Washington, D.C., in 1932 (15,000 to 20,000 unemployed veterans)</td>
<td><strong>Doc 5</strong>—Gas bombs and flames used to rout veterans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate and full payment of bonuses demanded by veterans for service in World War I</td>
<td>Eviction of all Bonus groups in western section of capital amid disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus Bill passed by House of Representatives but voted down by Senate with overwhelming margin</td>
<td>Shacks in Pennsylvania Avenue area burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping by some veterans in unused government buildings</td>
<td>Reserve police added at White House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans treated decently and with discretion by head of district police General Glassford</td>
<td>Storm of protest followed (actions of government viewed as inexcusable; faith in Washington called into question)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic of federal officials as men stayed on day after day</td>
<td>Orders justified by Hoover and MacArthur (marchers criminals and communists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent clash with sudden decision of government to evict Bonus Marchers from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Avenue (two veterans killed, several district police injured)</td>
<td>Veterans seen by most people as not much different than rest of nation (had no work, needed to feed families)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 6</strong>—Benefits for later veterans with GI Bill and other benefits that followed</td>
<td>Ally found in 1932 Democratic presidential candidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights of first amendment of Constitution upheld (right to petition government for redress of grievances)</td>
<td>Injuries and death as result of presidential orders being exceeded by General Douglas MacArthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precedent established for peaceful marches on Washington in support of various causes</td>
<td>Hoover blamed for consequences (popularity plummeted; politically damaging; seen as insensitive to suffering)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Relevant Outside Information

*(This list is not all-inclusive.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Circumstances</th>
<th>Influence of the Presidential Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimal assistance for veterans when World War I ended</td>
<td>Injuries and death as result of presidential orders being exceeded by General Douglas MacArthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional approval of Bonus Bill in 1924 to be paid in 1945 to all who served</td>
<td>Hoover blamed for consequences (popularity plummeted; politically damaging; seen as insensitive to suffering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of Great Depression (unemployment; mortgage foreclosures on homes and farms; limited direct relief available; lost savings; hunger)</td>
<td>Growth in support for Franklin D. Roosevelt’s candidacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoover’s belief in rugged individualism limited recommendations for government assistance (balanced budgets)</td>
<td>Revision of Bonus Bill passed (payments to start in 1936 instead of 1945)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions in Hoovervilles where Bonus Marchers living (government claims of menace to public health)</td>
<td>Details about GI Bill for World War II veterans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View by Hoover that failure to evacuate remaining Bonus Marchers challenged authority of United States government</td>
<td>Future marches on Washington (antiwar marches, March on Washington)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces

**Key Ideas from Documents 7–9**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Circumstances</th>
<th>Influence of the Presidential Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doc 7</strong>—Demand by civil rights activist A. Philip Randolph to end racial segregation in armed forces was ignored by Roosevelt</td>
<td><strong>Doc 8</strong>—Traditional “Jim Crow units” abolished in Army, Navy, and Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segregation of black soldiers in all branches of military (separated into own units; deployed on segregated trains; housed in old, dilapidated barracks)</td>
<td>In South, Negro and white servicemen eating at same mess-hall tables, drinking at same on-base bars, playing ball on same teams, sleeping in same barracks, sharing lavatories and showers, borrowing money from each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menial labor performed by most black soldiers (stewards, cooks, maintaining bathrooms)</td>
<td>On-base homes assigned without regard to race, white and Negro families living next door to one another, baby-sitting for one another, watching television together, sharing backyard barbecues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only five black commissioned officers in United States armed services by 1940 (General Benjamin O. Davis Sr., Benjamin O. Davis Jr.)</td>
<td>White and Negro families swimming together in on-base pools, worshipping together in military chapels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black soldiers routinely denied entry into many training classes to advance in rank</td>
<td>White and Negro children playing together on lawns, attending on-base schools and Sunday schools together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black organizations pressed for equality within armed services</td>
<td>Second Infantry Division of United States Army in Korea integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military personification of democratic values for which United States fought</td>
<td><strong>Doc 9</strong>—Last all-black unit of military disbanded in 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief of black organizations that ending racial discrimination in armed forces would have powerful effect on civil society</td>
<td>African Americans recruited for all specialties in military with exception of Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stronger claim to full citizenship if blacks made equal contribution to war effort</td>
<td>Same discrimination faced by African Americans in housing in local civilian communities that had always existed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black service personnel equal access to integrated military family quarters on bases</td>
<td>Black service personnel equal access to integrated military family quarters on bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination faced by African Americans in furthering their education (refusal by universities near military installations, especially in South, to accept black students)</td>
<td>Discrimination faced by African Americans in furthering their education (refusal by universities near military installations, especially in South, to accept black students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black military personnel treated in same manner as local minority population by civilian communities outside gates of military bases (separation of blacks from whites by Jim Crow laws in shopping, eating, housing, transportation, and recreational facilities; “Whites Only” signs in public areas; town police more than willing to enforce segregation policies)</td>
<td>Continuation of protests in 1960s (sit-ins dominant form of nonviolent action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuation of protests in 1960s (sit-ins dominant form of nonviolent action)</td>
<td>Local Jim Crow laws that restricted access to eating establishments and other public facilities challenged by blacks and supporters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces

Relevant Outside Information
(This list is not all-inclusive.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical Circumstances</th>
<th>Influence of the Presidential Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrow judicial interpretation of 14th amendment (<em>Civil Rights Cases of 1883, Plessy v. Ferguson</em>)</td>
<td>Growth of confidence in power of protest to achieve racial equality (Rosa Parks; Montgomery bus boycott; Martin Luther King Jr.; March on Washington; lunch counter sit-ins; Selma March)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempts to address issues of inequality by groups and individuals (Booker T. Washington, W. E. B. Du Bois, NAACP)</td>
<td>Precedent set for further presidential advocacy for civil rights (Eisenhower’s action in Little Rock; Kennedy’s statement about “Moral Crisis”; Kennedy sending troops to support James Meredith; Johnson’s support for Civil Rights Act of 1964; end of poll tax)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuation of racial inequality despite contributions during world wars (societal segregation, voting restrictions, employment discrimination)</td>
<td>More African Americans encouraged to join military with increased opportunities for training and leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision of federal government to train African American pilots during World War II (Tuskegee Airmen)</td>
<td>Higher ranks in military and in appointed offices achieved by African Americans (General Colin Powell, Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American Double V campaign against social injustice during World War II</td>
<td>Barack Obama as commander in chief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of assertiveness in civil rights movement during World War II (NAACP membership growth, calls for political equality)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political and moral imperative for Truman’s advocacy of civil rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growing national concern over inequality (passage of fair employment practices by some states; Jackie Robinson’s ascent in Major League Baseball)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial inequality in United States undermining Cold War diplomacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Throughout the course of United States history, Presidents have always faced domestic challenges that vary because of the situations of their presidency. President Grover Cleveland faced the domestic issue of the Pullman strike which was caused by conditions created by the depression of the late 19th century, wage cuts, and the domineering presence of big businesses. President Harry Truman faced the domestic issue of segregated armed forces which was caused by sentiments of white superiority similar to those in Rudyard Kipling’s The White Man’s Burden. In both instances, the American people’s rights were being abridged, but in distinct ways. The Pullman Strike denied its palace car workers opportunities to work and live under fair conditions while the segregated armed forces denied African Americans the rights of “liberty, life, and the pursuit of happiness.” Both examples created resentment and distrust towards the government.

The Pullman Company was one of many big businesses that abused power and used the government for its own self-interests in the late 1800s. As businesses got bigger and wealthier workers found it more difficult to fight for their rights. Wages were low, conditions were bad, and joining a union was risky. Blacklists and lockouts (Pullman closed his plant) were common and kept union membership low. In his town Pullman charged workers higher prices than what he obtained the water for. He also forced his tenants to buy their food and necessities from company stores that sold items at high prices often sending workers into debt. In addition to these high prices for consumer products, Pullman ordered wage cuts which workers could not complain about for too long before being fired. (Doc 1) Thus, through the high prices of basic necessities and the meager wages that
Pullman provided, these workers and their union decided to take action that would stop railroads from running, to put pressure on the railroad owners. The Pullman Strike took off when the American Railroad Union ordered its members to not handle trains with Pullman cars attached to them. The intent of the Pullman strike was to be peaceful and nonviolent, but like other strikes during this time period, violence eventually broke out. Property and profit losses encouraged railroad owners to ask President Cleveland to send federal troops to keep order, guarantee safe handling of mail, and make sure the workers obeyed the government injunction demanding their return to work. (Doc 1) In 1894, protesters in Chicago flipped over freight trains and set railway cars on fire as protests progressively escalated in part as a result of the arrival of federal troops. 6,000 railworkers torched over 700 railroad cars and this news reached various locations as the incident was covered by Harper’s Weekly (Document 2b) and other publications. Furthermore the unleashed anarchy that was caused by troop reinforcements frightened many Americans because they had never seen anything like this during times of peace. The situation seemed to justify President Cleveland’s decision that led to federal troops firing on and killing United States citizens. Under his presidency, the outlawing of strikes by the federal courts made it almost impossible for unions to gain any benefits for workers. (Doc 3) Since owners did not have to bargain collectively with workers the owners had all the power. It seemed that the government only cared about big business. As a result more workers supported Progressive candidates and some joined the Socialist Party. In the 1930s most workers supported President Roosevelt who was more inclined to support the interests of
workers. The New Deal Congress passed laws that guaranteed collective bargaining rights, established a minimum wage, and encouraged union membership. The battle for workers' rights that began in the 19th century slowly made gains in the 20th century.

Jim Crow laws were passed in southern states after Reconstruction and upheld by the Supreme Court in Plessy v. Ferguson. Beyond railroads, schools, hospitals, water fountains, and even the armed forces were segregated and “not equal”. African Americans volunteered and were drafted to fight in World War II hoping their service would be appreciated and maybe they would be rewarded with more societal equality. However, opportunities for advancement or for becoming officers were limited. Even their segregated housing was substandard.

Organizations such as the NAACP and publicity about the Double V campaign during the war encouraged desegregation of the armed services. Many felt that fighting for democratic values should translate to a more democratic society in the United States. Although an executive order banned discrimination in hiring defense workers during the war and some African Americans were trained as fighter pilots, desegregation of the armed forces did not occur until after World War II. President Truman accepted the argument of African American civil rights leaders who pushed for the desegregation of the armed forces since African Americans had made important contributions fighting in the Civil War, Spanish American War, and both world wars they should be entitled to the same rights. However, some military leaders did not want blacks to serve equally in the armed forces. They thought there would be racial conflicts that would interfere with their mission. Some leaders in the military reflected American society in their conservative
attitudes towards racial equality. The issue of desegregating the armed forces was brought forth by the hope that desegregating military would impact the rest of America and strengthen the African American claim to citizenship granted by the 14th Amendment. (Doc 7b). African Americans’ determination to obtain acceptance as citizens in American society, led to President Truman ordering the desegregation of the armed forces. The desegregation of the armed forces, led to the gradual successful integration of African Americans in the military and showed the government doing the right thing for African Americans and the United States. Black and white soldiers fought together in the same infantry divisions while trying to contain communism in Korea. Their families lived in the same neighborhoods and became friends on military bases even in the South where Jim Crow laws were the most strict. (Doc 8a) While the South still challenged African American’s just treatment in many communities, the desegregation of the armed forces was encouraging. Various peaceful protest forms such as the sit-in movement, protest marches, and Freedom Riders occurred. A civil rights movement was being organized through the collective efforts of whites and African Americans hopefully to achieve equality everywhere in the United States. (Doc 9) The institution of slavery set African Americans back for centuries but finally they were moving closer to equality because of presidential actions such as Truman’s commitment to desegregating the armed forces.

In conclusion, the Pullman Strike resulted in the limitation of the rights of working Americans by limiting the use of strikes. The desegregation of armed forces was supported by African Americans who wanted to be accepted as equal citizens.
The response:

- Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is more analytical than descriptive (Cleveland: workers and union decided to stop railroads to put pressure on railroad owners; intent of Pullman strike to be peaceful but violence broke out; property and profit losses encouraged railroad owners to ask president to send federal troops to keep order and guarantee safe handling of mail; the unleashed anarchy frightened many Americans; outlawing of strikes by federal courts made it almost impossible for unions to gain benefits for workers; Truman: opportunities for advancement or for becoming officers limited; segregated housing substandard; many felt fighting for democratic values should translate to a more democratic society in United States; some military leaders did not want blacks to serve equally in armed forces as they thought there would be racial conflicts that would interfere with mission; some leaders in military reflected conservative attitudes toward racial equality)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (Cleveland: blacklists and lockouts were common and kept union membership low; troops sent to make certain workers obeyed government injunction; as a result more workers supported Progressive candidates and some joined Socialist Party; in 1930s most workers supported President Roosevelt who was more inclined to support interests of workers; New Deal Congress passed laws that guaranteed collective bargaining rights and minimum wage, and encouraged union membership; Truman: segregation of armed forces caused by sentiments of white superiority similar to those in Kipling’s White Man’s Burden; Jim Crow laws passed in southern states and upheld in Plessy v. Ferguson; organizations such as NAACP and publicity about Double V campaign encouraged desegregation of armed services; although executive order banned discrimination in hiring defense workers and some African Americans trained as fighter pilots desegregation of armed forces did not occur until after World War II; hope desegregating military would strengthen African American claim to citizenship guaranteed by 14th amendment; civil rights movement organized through efforts of whites and African Americans)
- Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: Pullman forced tenants to buy necessities from company store at high prices; workers could not complain too long about wage cuts before being fired; American Railway Union ordered members to not handle trains with Pullman cars attached; protesters flipped over freight trains and set railway cars on fire; Truman: gradual integration of African Americans into military successful; black and white soldiers fought together in same infantry divisions in Korea; their families lived in same neighborhoods and became friends on bases)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that summarize the Pullman strike and segregation in the armed forces

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Strong historical details effectively support a critical appraisal of document information and thoughtful conclusions about both domestic challenges. A good understanding of the political impact of worker dissatisfaction and racial injustice is demonstrated and enhances the discussion.
The constitution gives the title of “Commander in Chief” to the president. Although this authority gives the president the ability to send troops overseas into foreign conflicts, this power has historically been used to quell rebellions and protests, as well as sending soldiers overseas. Often the decision to use military force for domestic issues has influenced American Society.

In the late 1800’s, wealthy industrialists sometimes known as Robber barons controlled the majority of the United States’ wealth. After the Civil War, new technologies, lots of investment capital, and a large labor force helped to create big business. Railroads were built and consolidated all over the country. Large fortunes were made and a lack of competition led to monopolies and trusts. This was known as the Gilded Age, during which the achievements of the wealthiest men such as Morgan, Carnegie, and Rockefeller shadowed and minimized the suffering of the poorer classes. With so many workers and businesses driven by profits, wages remained low. Although some thought that in our capitalist country government should not interfere with business and the economy, unrest had begun to grow throughout the United States. The lack of federal regulation that allowed for monopolies and trusts to form while working against the interests of workers and their unions did not seem fair. Outside of Chicago, laborers working for the Pullman Company living in the company town became alarmingly discontent during the depression in 1894. To some, the town was a model for housing workers and their families. The entire life of the worker was organized around the town’s stores, schools, and churches. However, the rent being charged, the price of water, and the overall cost of living rose, while their landlord.
Pullman, cut their wages twenty five percent (Document 1). He believed this was better than firing them, which he did anyway when they didn’t stop complaining. A strike ensued which involved railroads all over the country and quickly snowballed into a “national disruption” for those dependent on interstate trade and travel. More importantly, the United States mail could not be delivered (Document 1). President Cleveland, in response to the strike, sent federal troops on July 4, 1894, even though the Governor of Illinois and governors of the other affected states did not want him to. The furious protestors who were not necessarily all strikers “lay waste to the city,” and began flipping freight trains and burning cars (Document 2a). The earlier Homestead Steel and Haymarket strikes had been violent, but nothing like this one. The strike would eventually end in failure for the workers as they usually did.

President Cleveland showed support for the companies and no sympathy for the railroad workers. Union leader Eugene Debs, who wanted a peaceful strike but got a violent one, was jailed and went to prison. The Supreme Court ruled against his appeal and for injunctions which benefited monopolies and trusts. Progressive reforms helped workers but it was not until the New Deal that workers were guaranteed collective bargaining rights and the right to join unions. Sending troops to end the strike was a major blow to unionized labor that would impact the working class for decades.

Government involvement in the economy to support business interests seemed to not violate laissez-faire principles supposedly valued by the industrialists.

The Pullman Strike would not be the last time that the government...
would attempt to quell domestic “rebellions” using military force. The march of the Bonus Army would eventually lead to more uproar amongst the American public. In the 1920s big businesses again dominated a “prosperous economy” in which there was a big difference between the incomes of the rich and workers and farmers. Businesses were producing consumer goods such as automobiles that could be bought on credit. However, using too much credit and overspeculation in the stock market by banks, businesses, and individuals combined with a generally unregulated economy led to the stock market crash. Hoover at first hoped the crash was a single event and the prosperity of the 1920s would keep the economy going. However, many people in the country had bought all they could and now were losing their jobs. Banks and businesses were failing indicating a long depression. During this Great Depression families lost everything, thousands ended up homeless, and the government under President Hoover failed to pass any laws that would give direct relief to the unemployed or to farmers who were facing foreclosure. Out of desperation, a group of world war one veterans from all over the country using their first amendment rights marched in front of the nation’s capital, demanding immediate payment of the bonuses they were promised for their services in the Great War. Congress did not pass the bill so money would not be given to these veterans until 1945. After Congress voted no, President Hoover believed it was time for the veterans to go home and for Washington to return to normal. Not having anything to lose, and very little to go home to, much of the veteran army stayed in the capital, in the shanty-towns and in government buildings, a move which alarmed the federal officials...
Concerns that veterans were not the only dissatisfied group in America made Hoover fearful of what might happen next. This led him to conclude that force was necessary and the White House needed more security. Panicking, Hoover used the military to evict the veterans after a violent confrontation between police and veterans, resulting in the death of two veterans (Documents 4b and 4c). However, even more violence was caused when the United States army tried to forcibly remove the veterans. The casualty list grew and many Americans did not like what they read in the newspapers (Document 5a). This prompted sympathy from the American Public towards the veterans, deepening a distrust that had already developed between the American Public and Hoover’s government. The suffering and despair many Americans were now facing was getting worse as local relief money and food donations were running out. Poverty-stricken world war one veterans living in Hoovervilles and demanding their pensions so they could take care of their families did not seem outrageous, or like the beginnings of a communist revolution. President Hoover had done too little to help anyone who was suffering from the Depression. The desperation forced the public to look for a desperately needed ally, one willing to enact radical reform to ease the suffering and remedy the cause (Document 5b). And so began the age of modern liberalism. President Roosevelt’s New Deal would begin the “radical Relief, Recovery, and Reform” the country needed. Pump-priming would create jobs for the unemployed and farmers would be saved from foreclosure. The economy of the country would be stabilized by the FDIC and SEC. When veterans returned from world war two, a GI bill that would give
them immediate educational and housing opportunities would be waiting for them. This was an important lesson learned from the experience of the Bonus Marchers that continues to benefit veterans today. Also, many later groups remembering the courage of the Bonus Marchers would march for their own “redress of grievances” in the 21st century.

It is clear that the power of commander in chief of the army has not always been used to lead military expeditions on foreign soil. Control over the military has given the presidents the power to end revolts, enacting both positive and negative change in society. The Pullman Strike and the March of the Bonus Army only serve as two examples of this phenomenon, but two prominent examples nonetheless.
The response:

- Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is more analytical than descriptive (Cleveland: Pullman felt cutting wages 25 percent was better than firing workers which he did when they did not stop complaining; strike snowballed into national disruption for those dependent on interstate trade and travel; sending troops to end strike was a major blow to unionized labor that impacted working class for decades; Pullman strike was not the last time government attempted to quell domestic rebellions using military force; Hoover: World War I veterans using first amendment rights demanded immediate payment of bonuses; more violence when army tried to forcibly remove veterans; treatment of veterans deepened distrust that had already developed between American public and Hoover’s government; many later groups remembering courage of Bonus Marchers would march for redress of grievances in 21st century)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
- Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (Cleveland: to some Pullman’s town was a model for housing workers and families as life organized around town’s stores, schools, and churches; Homestead Steel and Haymarket strikes violent but not like this; union leader Debs wanted peaceful strike but got violent one, was jailed, and went to prison; Supreme Court ruled against Debs’s appeal in favor of injunctions; Progressive reforms helped workers but it was not until New Deal that workers guaranteed collective bargaining rights and right to join unions; government involvement in economy to support business interests seemed to not violate laissez-faire principles; Hoover: using too much credit and overspeculation in stock market combined with a generally unregulated economy led to stock market crash; during Great Depression families lost everything and government failed to give direct relief to unemployed or to farmers facing foreclosure; World War I veterans living in Hoovervilles; New Deal would begin Relief, Recovery, and Reform; pump-priming created jobs for unemployed and farmers were saved from foreclosure; economy of country stabilized by FDIC and SEC; after World War II the GI bill gave veterans educational and housing opportunities)
- Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: Pullman raised rent and price of water; strike involved railroads all over country; United States mail could not be delivered; protesters flipped freight trains and burned cars; strike eventually ended in failure; Hoover: veterans demanded immediate payment of bonuses; stayed in capital in shantytowns and government buildings; violent confrontation with police resulted in death of two veterans)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a restatement of the theme

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Substantive relevant historical details are employed to establish a good economic context for both domestic challenges. A critical appraisal of document information effectively establishes comparative elements that form the basis for good conclusions about positive and negative changes influenced by each president.
While the constitution was being drafted there was much debate over the powers of the executive. Some feared that one person with too much power would turn into a king and others feared that a lack of a strong central government would lead to anarchy. Eventually, the men at the constitutional convention decided that the executive should be one man, elected every four years. However, the powers of this man have often been interpreted in different ways. Some presidents have used their power over the military to solve domestic issues. President Cleveland's handling of the Pullman Strike and President Hoover's of the Bonus Army are both examples of a use of executive power that had lasting impacts on the country.

In the late 1800's, many Americans were frustrated with their working conditions. They felt overrun by big businesses and under-represented in our democratic government. At the time it seemed that all three branches of government were dominated by big business. Instead of stopping businesses from becoming powerful monopolies that took advantage of their workers the government often sided with businesses against workers. Although Congress passed the Sherman Anti-trust Act to break up monopolies it was often used to end strikes. For those workers living in company towns drastic changes to their living and working lives were made during depressions. One group that particularly felt exploited was the employees at the Pullman company. In July 1894, the company cut wages an average of 25 percent and made no changes to its overpriced rent or costs of necessities (Doc 1). Pullman dismissed his workers' complaints and fired those who continued to question him because he had the power to do so (Doc. 1). Workers during the Industrial Revolution after the
Civil War had few rights and railroad workers were some of the worst paid and working in some of the most dangerous jobs. Their union, the American Railway Union, joined the Pullman worker fight and refused to handle Pullman cars. To counter this, rail owners attached Pullman cars to mail cars, meaning that no mail was being moved (Doc 1). Since it is a crime to interfere with the operation of the mail system, Cleveland sent in federal troops to end the strike and “keep order” after fighting broke out (Doc 1). This had the opposite effect as everything in Chicago turned chaotic. Thousands of protesters flipped freight cars and set fires (Doc 2a), making it impossible for railroads to move anywhere. Most of the nation’s railroad system shut down and so did its employees. Many were killed and even more were injured. Even worse, Cleveland’s siding with rail owners was a major blow to labor unions. Strikes were effectively outlawed by the passing of the Omnibus indictment (Doc 3), and for years to come many workers were too afraid to fight for their rights or join unions because of blacklisting. They had too much to lose which monetarily was not much. Although Theodore Roosevelt enforced the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and believed in a Square Deal for workers, little actual progress was made. Workers often continued to feel powerless in government and exploited by their employers. In part because of Cleveland’s actions and the Supreme Court’s support for his actions the voices of thousands of frustrated workers were “silenced” for the next 40 years. They would not feel fully represented and more respected until President Franklin Roosevelt was elected. Unions would then become legal and many workers would be guaranteed a minimum wage. Like Cleveland, Hoover used his commander in chief powers to
authorize the use of the military against desperate American citizens. Although he at first respected the right of veterans to march in Washington, he tried to silence those veterans who were unhappy when they did not get their World War I bonus by forcing them to leave the city and go back to their homes. The Great Depression hit America and many citizens were left without jobs or a means to help their families. Cities and states had run out of money and the federal government had never directly helped the poor and the unemployed during depressions. Among groups that were hard hit by the Depression were veterans. World War I vets had been promised bonuses for their service but would not get the money immediately. When the Senate voted the bonus bill down, many were left with nothing and with little hope of their situation improving (Doc 4c). The Bonus Army as they were called wanted to stay in Washington in their Anacostia Flats sheds and shanties. After two veterans were killed while being evicted from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Ave., Hoover called in the U.S. Army (Doc 4c). Under the command of General Douglas MacArthur and using gas bombs, the army drove the veterans out of Washington. This had the opposite effect from what Hoover wanted. Americans were horrified by the mistreatment of those who fought for our nation and were even more upset at the false charges by Hoover & MacArthur that these protesters were communists (Doc 5b). The Red Scare after World War I had made Americans nervous about communists so both Hoover and MacArthur falsely accused the veterans to justify what they did. Though Hoover took action against these veterans, their struggle made way for many future peaceful marches on Washington (Doc 6). The Bill of Rights guarantees
Americans the right to petition the government and the American people have the right to vote an elected official out of office. The struggle of the Bonus Army against a compassionless president proved to inspire many not to give Hoover a second term as president. The use of the military to solve domestic issues by Cleveland and Hoover was brought about for similar reasons, but with different effects. While both wanted to silence dissatisfied groups, the actions of both men do prove that we must listen to the cries of the people, even if the resolution requires drastic change.
Anchor Level 4-A

The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is both descriptive and analytical (Cleveland: many felt overrun by big business and underrepresented in our democratic government; sending in federal troops had opposite effect as Chicago turned chaotic; since it was impossible for railroads to move anywhere most of nation’s railroad system shut down and so did its employees; his siding with rail owners was a major blow to labor unions; in part because of Cleveland’s actions and Supreme Court’s support for actions the voices of thousands of frustrated workers were silenced for next forty years; Hoover: authorized use of military against desperate American citizens; although Hoover first respected right of veterans to march in Washington he tried to silence them; actions had opposite effect as Americans horrified by mistreatment of those who fought for our nation and upset at false charges; struggle made way for future peaceful marches on Washington; inspired many to not give Hoover second term as president)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
- Incorporates relevant outside information (Cleveland: in late 1800s it seemed all three branches of government dominated by big business; instead of stopping businesses from becoming powerful monopolies government often sided with them; although Congress passed Sherman Antitrust Act to break up monopolies it was often used to end strikes; for years many afraid to fight for rights or join unions because of blacklisting; although Theodore Roosevelt enforced Sherman Antitrust Act and believed in Square Deal for workers little actual progress made; workers would not feel fully represented until President Franklin D. Roosevelt elected; unions became legal and many workers guaranteed minimum wage; Hoover: Great Depression hit and many citizens left without jobs or means to help families; cities and states had run out of money and federal government had never directly helped poor and unemployed during depressions; Red Scare after World War I made Americans nervous about communists so Hoover and MacArthur falsely accused veterans to justify what they did)
- Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: Pullman Company cut wages and made no changes in its overpriced rent or cost of necessities; fired workers who continued to question him; rail owners attached Pullman cars to mail cars; thousands of protesters flipped freight cars and set fires; many protesters killed and more injured; Hoover: World War I veterans promised bonuses but would not get money immediately; Senate voted down Bonus Bill; Bonus Army wanted to stay in sheds and shanties on Anacostia Flats; two veterans killed while being evicted from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Avenue)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that discusses how the powers of the president have been interpreted in different ways and a conclusion that states both Cleveland and Hoover wanted to silence dissatisfied groups

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Relevant outside information surrounding constitutional and political concepts establishes an analytic context for the treatment of the Pullman strike. While good conclusions are integrated throughout the response, further development of the influence of Hoover’s actions would have strengthened the discussion.
Throughout history, many presidents have used their power as the Commander in Chief to respond to domestic challenges. This power is given by the Constitution and greatly impacts society when used. One early instance when this was used was during the Whiskey Rebellion. The president sent troops to force the farmers in Pennsylvania to pay an excise tax and showed the federal government's power to collect taxes. President Hoover used this power against the Bonus army and Truman used it to desegregate the armed forces, and both times it impacted society.

President Hoover served during the Great Depression in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Since depressions before this time eventually ended, it seemed that this depression would too. Unfortunately things only got worse and the entire economy was close to collapse. The Depression left many Americans hopeless and they thought Hoover should help, however Hoover believed the economy would get worse if the federal government was too involved in directly giving people “hand-outs”. He thought that would hurt the country's “rugged individualism”. However, as months passed the situation became worse and people could no longer afford homes. Some Americans even created “Hoovervilles” to live in which were houses made out of cardboard and left over construction material. Some families went without food and had to sell apples on street corners. Furthermore, veterans from WWI were promised a bonus for serving in the War, however they were supposed to wait many years for it. The veterans from around the country, known as the bonus army, decided to march to Congress themselves and demand it in advance to help them get through the hard times. This March on Washington was an
example of people using their First Amendment rights to protest the long wait for money they felt they needed and deserved to have right away. Even though the veterans were refused by Congress many stayed (Doc. 4c). This resulted in Hoover worrying that having unhappy veterans who he labeled “criminals” was dangerous for Washington. He ordered the “current” army to intervene and make the veterans leave Anacostia Flats. The army, however, used violence to remove the protestors, causing an uproar from American citizens. The American people believed the veterans, “…seemed to most people to be little different than the rest of the nation: they had no work and they wanted to feed their families.” (Doc 5b). This did not seem criminal. The American people viewed Hoover poorly because many blamed him for the depression and not doing much to help them in their time of need. They wanted change. This event lead to a reminder that the first amendment granting Americans the right to petition the government is guaranteed to all Americans, including poor veterans. (Doc 6). This right is important because it’s a right in a democratic government. However, there are instances in which Americans First Amendment rights were limited such as in times of emergency like WWI and WWII. The problem with this is that it makes the U.S. seem to some to be similar to the countries they were fighting so hard against. Unfortunately protests against injustice or U.S. involvement in wars might need to be limited by temporary restrictions because of an emergency. This march was also a reminder that protests can help encourage positive change. Congress remembering about the Bonus March veterans, would pass the G.I. Bill after World War II to help that war’s veterans. The March on
Washington in the 1960s would lead to changes that would build on Truman's desegregation efforts in the 1940s. President Truman used his power as Commander in Chief to end segregation in the armed forces. Even though African Americans were citizens they were not treated as equal to white citizens. Segregation was widespread in the South and strictly enforced after the Supreme Courts past ruling of "Separate but equal" which was never really equal. Many civil rights leaders and organizations were pressuring for desegregation in the armed forces which they felt would help further their claim for full citizenship (Doc 7b). Actually just fighting in U.S. wars which African Americans had been doing for a long time should have been enough to get people to respect their 14th Amendment rights, but it wasn't. Their plea for desegregation was ignored by Roosevelt but was finally answered after World War II when President Truman ordered the armed forces to integrate (8a). Blacks and whites fought alongside each other in the 2nd Infantry division in the Korean War (Doc 8b). They would also fight together in Vietnam. This impacted the Nation's thinking as blacks became more equal in the armed forces and on military bases. Families started to interact more and blacks finally started to be seen as not any different than whites, at least in military life. Even though blacks still faced segregation and racism away from military bases and fighting units, military desegregation was an important step in their movement towards equality in other areas of American life. Blacks became more impatient with the discrimination they continued to face. The gains they experienced made them more confident and some took part in Civil disobedience protests that
expanded their rights. A famous example was when Rosa Parks was arrested for not giving up her seat on a bus, starting a bus boycott that led to desegregation of buses. Martin Luther King Jr. led another “March on Washington” to protest unfair treatment just as the Bonus Marchers had done during the Depression. Although support from presidents, courts, and Congress helped to eliminate segregation, some discrimination against African Americans continues to this day.

So, there are many circumstances in which Presidents used their power as Commander in Chief to resolve domestic issues. President Hoover used it against the Bonus army and Truman used his power to end segregation in the armed forces. Both influenced society greatly and had an impact on the views of American people.
The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is both descriptive and analytical (Hoover: Bonus March an example of people using first amendment rights; worried that having unhappy veterans he labeled criminals was dangerous for Washington; violence used by army to remove protesters caused uproar; to most Americans veterans were not much different than themselves as they also had no work and needed to feed families; reminder that first amendment granting Americans right to petition government is guaranteed to all Americans; march also a reminder that protests can help encourage positive change; Truman: even though African Americans were citizens they were not treated equal; many civil rights leaders and organizations pressured for desegregation in armed forces to further claim for full citizenship; started to be seen as not any different than whites at least in military life; blacks still faced segregation and racism away from military bases and fighting units; military desegregation important step in movement toward equality)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates relevant outside information (Hoover: since depressions before 1929 had eventually ended it seemed this one would too; believed economy would get worse if federal government intervened; some Americans created Hoovervilles; some families had to sell apples on street corners; limitation of rights seemed to make United States similar to countries it was fighting; Bonus March influenced Congress to pass GI Bill after World War II to help veterans; Truman: segregation widespread in South and strictly enforced after Supreme Court’s ruling of “separate but equal”; plea for desegregation ignored by Roosevelt but answered after World War II; gains made them more confident and some took part in protests for expanded rights; Rosa Parks arrested for not giving up her seat which started a boycott that led to bus desegregation; Martin Luther King Jr. led March on Washington to protest unfair treatment just as Bonus Marchers had done during Depression; although support from presidents, courts, and Congress helped eliminate segregation some discrimination continues)
- Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Hoover: thought it would hurt the country’s rugged individualism; veterans from World War I promised a bonus; decided to march to Congress and demand bonus early; even though veterans were refused bonus many stayed in Washington; ordered current army to intervene and make veterans leave Anacostia Flats; Truman: used power as commander in chief to end segregation in armed forces; ordered armed forces to integrate after World War II; blacks and whites fought alongside each other in Second Infantry Division in Korean War)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that discusses the Whiskey Rebellion as an example of a president militarily responding to a domestic crisis and a conclusion that is a restatement of the theme

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Document interpretation is supported by good relevant outside information throughout the response. Recognizing the importance of first amendment rights in a democracy leads to comparative statements and analytic conclusions that would have benefited from additional supporting facts and details.
Throughout U.S. history, the current president in power has had the ability, as Commander in chief, to use Armed Forces and troops to deal with domestic challenges. Though they have always had the ability to send these troops overseas, there are instances where internal issues have also demanded attention and military action. President Herbert Hoover’s actions with the Bonus Army, and President Harry Truman’s decision on segregation within the armed forces are examples of a decision on domestic challenges. Both of these situations had varying historical circumstances and clear impacts on either American Society, or on the United States as a whole.

The March of the “Bonus Army” is one of the controversial and impactful protests in U.S. history. Business cycles bring periods of prosperity such as in the 1920s and when they go downward they can bring depressions such as in the 1930s. Although we had depressions in the 1800s none were as bad as the one that began in 1929. President Hoover did take some actions to help businesses recover but not much help was given to individuals, some who were veterans and had lost everything. The Bonus March happened when up to 20,000 World War I veterans marched on Washington demanding full payment of bonuses as a result of their efforts and service in the war. Occurring in Spring of 1932, the House passed the Bonus Bill, which was struck down by the Senate and disappointed the veterans. Some of the men left for home but others held their resolve and stayed in Washington because they had no place else to go, since many were unemployed and starved for money – often even struggling to feed their families. Some lived in home made encampments and others in abandoned government buildings and would not leave when the police
told them to. Thus, the scene was set – they marched for what they considered their rightful payment, and as the President grew uneasy with their presence, he ordered the troops to use force to get the men and their families to move. Unfortunately, Hoover’s actions led to the military “routing the BEF” causing deaths and injuries. Civilians were outraged at the government’s actions. Many empathized with the veterans, and supported them and did not believe the men were “criminal types.” Thus, Hoover gained negative attention. His actions also ended his Presidency. The people were upset with him and many did not vote for him in the next election. In the longer term Hoover’s treatment of the Bonus Marchers damaged the Republican Party and led to a stronger Democratic Party. In document 6, the lasting effects of this event were compared to other events in American history such as the Boston Tea Party, which led to America declaring its independence from Britain. The Bonus Army also had a big impact on American history. The veterans’ protest reinforced the Constitution’s First Amendment. Thus, a precedent was set for later in the 20th century when African Americans and others marched for their civil rights.

Different from Hoover and his handling of the Bonus Army is President Harry Truman, who regarded segregation in the Armed Forces as wrong and ordered an end to it. In 1941, as document 7a indicates, equality and desegregation within the military in the army, navy, and air force was something that African American Civil rights leaders such as A. Philip Randolph desired. Desegregation could offer many benefits for those in the military, while also helping whites and others to see the basic morality of equality. Civil rights
leaders aimed for not only equal opportunity for service members but also a chance to create other avenues for African Americans to claim full citizenship rights that had been denied to them. President Roosevelt, despite including more African Americans in government and Eleanor Roosevelt’s support for more equality, did not grant Randolph’s request and the military remained segregated during World War II. Following World War II however, as document 8a states, President Harry Truman who was more receptive to desegregation abolished Jim Crow units within the armed forces and integration went ahead pretty smoothly – except the navy lagged behind in recruiting African Americans. The effect was massive, causing white servicemen to see African Americans more equally as they shared resources and lived in the same neighborhoods and sent their children to the same schools. Fighting together in the Korean War broke down many barriers but some racism continued because old attitudes are sometimes hard to change. And unfortunately the President’s action had little impact on external locales, as many black citizens continued to face racism, and segregation in many areas of their life. Jim Crow laws outside of their bases, and within their local, civilian communities continued. (document 9) However, impatience grew among African Americans because it was clear that there was no good reason to continue to separate blacks and whites and Truman’s actions proved that with the mostly successful desegregation of the armed forces. With the arrival of the 1960s came protests at lunch counters and in cities such as Birmingham to further draw public attention to the issue of African American’s civil rights. Truman’s actions remained an important stepping stone for civil rights leaders.
and future guarantees of equality.

In the history of the United States, actions have been taken by various presidents as to solve an issue. Though issues may be foreign, domestic issues also have occurred that required the involvement of armed forces. This has occurred with both President Hoover and Truman, regarding the Bonus Army, and segregation in the armed forces, respectively. Change has come from these actions, impacting society, or American history or culture as a whole.
Anchor Level 4-C

The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is both descriptive and analytical (Hoover: veterans disappointed at Senate rejection of Bonus Bill and some went home but others stayed; president grew uneasy with their presence; many civilians empathized with veterans and did not believe they were criminals; Hoover gained negative attention when army was used to remove veterans; military actions led to deaths and injuries; ended his presidency as people did not vote for him in next election; Truman: regarded segregation in armed forces as wrong; equality and desegregation in military was something civil rights leaders like A. Philip Randolph desired; desegregation could offer many benefits for those in military while helping people see basic morality of equality; following World War II Truman more receptive to desegregation; fighting together in Korean War broke down many barriers but some racism continued because old attitudes are sometimes hard to change; actions remained important stepping stone for civil rights leaders and future guarantees of equality)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates relevant outside information (Hoover: although there were depressions in 1800s none as bad as one that began in 1929; took some actions to help businesses recover but not much help given to individuals such as veterans; lasting effects compared to other events in American history such as Boston Tea Party; Bonus Army set precedent for when African Americans and others marched for civil rights; treatment of Bonus Marchers damaged Republican Party and led to a stronger Democratic Party; Truman: civil rights leaders aimed for not only equal opportunity but full citizenship rights; despite President Roosevelt including more African Americans in government and Eleanor Roosevelt supporting more equality Randolph’s request not granted and military remained segregated; impatience grew among African Americans because it was clear there was no reason to continue to separate blacks and whites; with arrival of 1960s came protests at lunch counters and in cities such as Birmingham to further draw public attention to civil rights)
- Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Hoover: up to 20,000 World War I veterans marched on Washington demanding full payment of bonuses; House passed Bonus Bill but it was struck down by Senate; many veterans struggling to feed families; ordered troops to use force to get men and families to move; Truman: abolished Jim Crow units within armed forces; shared resources, lived in same neighborhoods, and sent children to same schools; integration of armed forces had little impact on external locales as many black citizens continued to face racism and segregation with Jim Crow laws)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a restatement of the theme

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Document interpretation is used effectively to incorporate relevant outside history. Good political references and some analytic conclusions would have benefited from additional supporting facts and details.
Throughout the history of the United States, single events have played a part in shaping bigger events in American history. For instance, the Boston Tea Party defined the colonists as a group of people who would stand up for themselves and led to our declaring independence. Like the Boston Tea Party, the actions of American presidents in response to events have had a lasting impact on the United States.

An example of such an event is President Hoover’s decision to evict the Bonus Army marchers during the Great Depression. Much of the country was unemployed, including many veterans. These veterans had conducted a peaceful protest, demanding their bonus money for their services in the army during World War I. When Congress did not pass the Bonus Bill the veterans decided to stay in Washington but federal officials felt they were staying too long. District police were injured and two veterans were killed trying to get the veterans to leave (document 4c). After this happened this domestic challenge had reached a peak in violence (document 5a) and President Hoover ordered the United States army to remove these protestors. This overreaction angered the American public and while Hoover attempted to justify himself by calling the marchers “criminals and communists,” (document 5b) the public was seeing Hoover as the problem. Calling into question the character and motives of the veterans seemed to be a direct insult to American citizens themselves.

The anger of the American public is a powerful tool that has led to events that have shaped society. In the case of President Hoover, the unnecessary violence of the eviction of the Bonus Army marchers was not seen by the public as the right thing to do. Most Americans
believed that peaceful protests should be allowed to occur without violence initiated by the federal government or anyone else (document 6). It is arguable that the Bonus Army’s petition of the government for their bonus money has even paved the way for marches such as the Women’s March and the March for gun control after mass shootings. In a case such as the Bonus March, the American public’s reaction and rejection of Hoover’s decision to “rout” the veterans has had a considerable effect on the way later presidents viewed and valued veterans. They have supported the GI Bill and have asked Congress to add more benefits to the Bill. The insult President Hoover delivered to the veterans affected the entire nation many of whom had no jobs, no homes, or no place to go (document 4C), which in the long term took the United States to a better place with a new president.

Another case in which a president’s actions has impacted the nation is in a case like Cleveland’s reaction to the Pullman strike. The time period leading up to the worst depression of the 1800s was an era of monopolies, trusts, and robber barons, and wide gaps in income between the rich and the poor. Everyday life was often a hardship endured by the vast majority of poor immigrants and unskilled workers in America while the nation was going through its industrial revolution.

The Pullman Strike was a case in which the people attempted to fight a corrupt authority (much like the colonists towards the British before the Revolutionary War). The Pullman Company enforced many rules in the town where its employees lived that resulted in impoverishing people, as “He forced his tenants to buy their food and
other necessities from company stores, where prices far exceeded those of regular outlets." These factors along with the 25% cut in their wages (document 1) caused the workers to go on strike against the Pullman Company. This small strike later became a national strike when the ARU members decided to support the strike. They at first hoped for a peaceful strike but when workers refused to handle trains with Pullman cars attached the US mail could not be delivered and things changed. The resistance grew and even drew the attention of President Cleveland who wanted to enforce the law to make sure the mail was delivered. This was a case that demonstrated federal authority (like it did in the Whisky Rebellion when Washington sent troops to enforce tax laws). Ultimately, President Cleveland sent troops which led to more violence and the American public becoming alarmed.

Due to President Cleveland’s orders, chaos reigned. Incidents were inevitable as both sides became more aggressive, as “a rail deputy shot two men, inciting the largest riot of all—6,000 rail workers destroyed over $340,000 worth of railroad property in a single day as over 700 railroad cars were torched” (document 2a) and 600 freight cars were burned on the Panhandle Railroad (document 2b). The deaths and violence reached a point of no return, as some would argue. Due to President Cleveland, the federal troops fired on the American citizens. This would serve as a reminder of the strength and also possible brutality that can stem from the federal government using its military power (as in the Bonus March). In the case of the Whisky Rebellion, President Washington proved that the Articles of Confederation created a weak central government, but the recently ratified Constitution did not. However, Cleveland’s actions in the
Pullman Strike angered many workers and their families. This strike led to the federal issuing of the Omnibus indictment (document 3), the American public believing that the government was out to destroy unions. Individual workers on their own would not be able to improve their conditions. Without unions they would be helpless in trying to negotiate with owners. These events in history conveys the strength of the American public, as it is often their values and beliefs that influence history. Regardless, an analysis of American history demonstrates the role of public opinion.
The response:
• Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike
• Is more descriptive than analytical (Hoover: when Congress did not pass Bonus Bill veterans decided to stay in Washington; justified himself by calling marchers criminals and communists; calling into question the character and motives of veterans seemed to be a direct insult to citizens; unnecessary violence of eviction of Bonus Army marchers was not seen as right; most Americans believed peaceful protests should be allowed to occur without violence initiated by federal government or anyone else; public’s reaction and rejection of Hoover’s decision to rout veterans affected the way later presidents viewed and valued veterans; Cleveland: Pullman enforced many rules in town where employees lived; small strike became national strike when American Railway Union members supported it; when workers refused to handle trains with Pullman cars attached United States mail could not be delivered and things changed; sent troops which led to more violence and public becoming alarmed; federal troops firing on citizens served as reminder of strength and possible brutality from using military power; American public believed government out to destroy unions)
• Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
• Incorporates relevant outside information (Hoover: arguable that Bonus Army’s petition of government for bonus money paved way for marches such as Women’s March and march for gun control after mass shootings; later presidents have supported GI Bill and asked Congress to add more benefits to bill; insult he delivered to veterans took United States to better place in long term with a new president; Cleveland: everyday life often a hardship endured by vast majority of poor immigrants and unskilled workers while nation going through Industrial Revolution; people attempted to fight corrupt authority much like colonists toward British; demonstrated federal authority like in Whiskey Rebellion when Washington sent troops to enforce tax laws; without unions individual workers helpless in trying to negotiate with owners)
• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Hoover: Congress did not pass Bonus Bill; veterans demanded bonus money for services during World War I; district police were injured and two veterans killed trying to get veterans to leave; ordered United States army to remove protesters; Cleveland: robber barons; Pullman forced tenants to buy food from company stores; Pullman cut wages 25 percent; rail deputy shot two men; 6,000 rail workers destroyed over $340,000 worth of railroad property in single day; over 700 railroad cars torched; 600 freight cars burned on Panhandle Railroad; strike led to Omnibus indictment)
• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that uses the Boston Tea Party to discuss how actions in response to events can affect the United States and a conclusion that discusses how it is often the values and beliefs of the American public that influence history

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The response provides a narrative for each presidential action that integrates historical contrast, comparisons, and a few analytic conclusions. The inclusion of additional facts and details would have strengthened the discussion of the influence of each action.
The president of the United States has been granted power as the commander in chief by the Constitution. Although he has used this power to move troops overseas, he has also used this power to respond to domestic challenges. Some domestic challenges he has used the military for is the Suppression of labor unions and the desegregation of military units in the army. This use of the military has paved the way to many types of domestic changes that occurred throughout history.

Ever since the Industrial revolution in the United States, there have been many different opinions on labor unions. During the best of times workers were not paid fair wages and often worked in dangerous conditions. The creation of labor unions happened largely because corporations and other companies were mistreating their workers, and during times of economic depression the situation for workers deteriorated even more. Many Pullman workers in the town of Pullman experienced decreasing wages but not decreasing housing and living expenses. This is shown in Document 1, where it shows the point of view of the Pullman Company and the reaction of its workers when they were getting hit with repeated wage cuts, and costly food, water, and other necessities. The company fired workers who complained because there were many other workers to take their place. However, the American Railway Union took worker complaints seriously, called a strike, and a national disruption of railroad traffic happened. The strike between American Railway Union laborers and the Pullman company resulted in the government becoming involved too. After many days of striking the government became involved due to its disrupting the nation’s trains and mail delivery. President
Cleveland sent in federal troops to Chicago to stop the anarchy but the situation quickly turned more violent. As shown in Document 2a, after the federal troops came in, more riots started happening and Chicago turned into lawlessness and chaos. The destruction of $340,000 worth of railroad property in a single day convinced the federal government and railroad owners to work together to suppress the unionization of labor force. Union leaders such as Eugene Debs were sentenced to jail and the Supreme Court approved it. This would discourage unions and strikes. The president’s actions and the failure of the strike made it hard for workers to bargain for better wages. Workers gained some rights during the Presidency of Theodore Roosevelt in the progressive era as part of Roosevelt’s Square Deal. Later during the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Wagner Act protected workers’ rights to organize and bargain with their employers, which led to a better situation for workers than the Pullman workers faced.

The desegregation of the military was another significant domestic challenge for the U.S., especially because there were people both inside and outside the military opposed to it. Also taking on that responsibility would be a huge effort because of the size of the armed forces. African Americans had the right to join the military and fight for their country but didn’t actually have many chances to become officers or do jobs that were not menial. As shown in Document 7a, many African Americans worked as stewards, cooks, or janitors. Black soldiers were divided into their own military units and only one black soldier by 1940 got to the rank of general. Very few black students got the opportunity to attend military academies. Even
though there were so many barriers for blacks in the military, many blacks saw working for and achieving equality in the military as the way to gain other civil rights. The hope was that through their military contributions the rest of the country would support African American civil rights and liberties. The idea of desegregation of the military was largely ignored by the government until the actions of President Truman, after World War II, in which he abolished the Jim Crow units and integrated formerly whites only units in the military. This is further shown in Document 8a, where it shows the impact of desegregation and how it connected blacks and whites in neighborhoods, schools, and churches. This encouraged the civil rights movement that fought for more civil rights in the 1950s and throughout the 1960’s with the actions of leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr. The actions of President Truman led to the increase in civil rights for African Americans as future presidents such as Kennedy and Johnson followed his example. Kennedy would ask Congress to pass a new civil rights law. Many of Johnson’s Great Society programs were established to help improve living and working conditions for African Americans. Work begun by Truman to expand equality is still going on today.

Throughout history, the president has taken action in domestic issues and laid a path for more change to come. Some domestic issues that were solved because of the president was the issue involving labor unions and desegregation of the army. Even though both did not end up perfect, they still inspired change.
The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is more descriptive than analytical (Cleveland: many Pullman workers experienced decreasing wages but not decreasing housing and living expenses; American Railway Union took worker complaints seriously, called a strike, and a national disruption of railroad traffic resulted; sent federal troops to Chicago to stop anarchy but situation quickly turned more violent; more riots started and Chicago turned into lawlessness and chaos; Truman: people inside and outside military opposed desegregation; even though there were many barriers for blacks in military many saw working for and achieving equality in military as a way to gain other civil rights; hope was through military contributions of African Americans rest of country would support African American civil rights and liberties; idea of desegregation of military largely ignored by government until actions of President Truman; desegregation in military encouraged civil rights movement; work begun by him still going on today)
- Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates relevant outside information (Cleveland: labor unions were created largely because companies mistreated workers; workers who complained were fired because there were other workers to take their place; federal government and railroad owners worked together to suppress unionization; union leader Eugene Debs sentenced to jail and Supreme Court approved; during presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt Wagner Act protected workers’ rights to organize and bargain with employers; Truman: civil rights movement fought for more rights in 1950s and throughout 1960s with actions of leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr.; Truman’s actions led to increase in civil rights for African Americans as future presidents followed example; Kennedy asked Congress to pass new civil rights law; many of Johnson’s Great Society programs were established to improve living and working conditions for African Americans)
- Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: Pullman workers hit with repeated wage cuts and costly food, water, and other necessities; disrupted nation’s mail delivery; destruction of $340,000 worth of railroad property on single day; Square Deal; Truman: many African Americans worked as stewards, cooks, or janitors in military; black soldiers divided into own military unit; abolished Jim Crow units and integrated formerly whites-only units in military)
- Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a restatement of the theme

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The treatment of Cleveland’s actions integrates document interpretation with good relevant outside information. While the discussion of Truman includes some historically based conclusions, it is primarily driven by document information.
The President of the United States is granted power as the commander in chief by the constitution. He uses his military powers to commit troops overseas and uses the same power to respond to domestic challenges. Two challenges such as President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed force.

In 1929 the stock market crashed and a depression began which was still going on in 1932. This was a big challenge for Hoover and the Bonus Army was another challenge that resulted from the hard times people were facing. No work, no food and no end to the depression in sight was why the march of the “bonus army” attracted much attention. Unemployed veterans were demanding from Congress immediate and full payment of bonuses for their service in WWI because they needed the money to take care of their families. About 20,000 veterans moved on Washington and the House passed the bonus bill. However, the Senate voted it down leaving half the men staying because with no jobs or homes they had no place to go. Staying in Washington created problems for the veterans because government officials wanted them to leave and were willing to use force to make sure they did. There was a clash between police and veterans that led to violence in the area where the tents and shanties were sprawled across the Anacostia flats in Washington. Hoover decided the situation was a threat so he sent the U.S. army to remove the marchers because the men stayed on day after day and did not look like they were going anywhere. (Doc 4a, 4b, 4c) It seemed the federal officers didn’t quite know what else to do when it was decided it was time for the veterans to be evicted. Their use of force, however,
was a mistake. Many Americans believed the government's actions against the veterans were uncalled for. They had no work, jobs or homes to be in. They had marched from all over the country to Washington to lobby Congress to pass a bill which they thought would help them feed and take care of their families. (Doc 5b) These actions impacted us today because it's part of our colonial legacy. This legacy had an impact on American thinking about rights that should be guaranteed in the Constitution. The First Amendment granted Americans the freedom of speech and the right “to petition the government for redress of grievances.” The Bonus March demonstrated the first Amendment in action suggesting to others with grievances that it can be a tool for change.

Another challenge to be faced was ending segregation in the armed forces. African-American Philip Randolph was an civil rights activist who for a long time supported the rights of black workers and demanded an end to racial segregation in the armed forces in 1941. Since the late 1800s African American civil right leaders such as W.E.B. DuBois wanted segregation to come to an end in all areas of American life but it continued into the 1950s and 1960s. Blacks were separated in American society. In the military they were put into their own units, transported on segregated trains and lived in segregated barracks. Wherever they were segregated they were made to feel inferior. Just as their job opportunities were limited outside the military, inside the military it was the same. Most black servicemen cleaned bathrooms or served as stewards. Blacks were denied training by military leaders because they knew it would possibly advance them in rank and some did not want that to happen. (Doc 7a) Blacks
wanted equality because they thought living in a democracy and fighting for democracy in both world wars entitled them to equal rights. They wanted the same rights of citizenship that whites had. It was thought that if racial discrimination ended in the military and blacks contributed in equal ways to war efforts their claim to citizenship would be stronger. (Doc 7b) President Truman's executive order abolishing segregated “Jim Crow” units resulted in Blacks and Whites coming together, eating together, playing games and enjoying each others company on military bases. Black soldiers were then able to fight in integrated units in the U.S army and other armed forces.

However, even though Blacks and whites were integrated in the military, discrimination continued outside the military after Truman’s order. Universities such as the University of Mississippi refused at first to accept James Meredith because he was black. Troops had to be sent by President Kennedy to protect him. Troops also had to be sent by President Eisenhower to Little Rock to enforce Brown v Board of Education. Discrimination towards blacks continued after the civil rights movement.

In conclusion, these domestic challenges both had a positive and negative impact against the world. Blacks and Whites may have come together but discrimination continues to remain an issue.
Anchor Level 3-C

The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is more descriptive than analytical (Hoover: when Senate voted down Bonus Bill half the men stayed in Washington because with no jobs or homes they had no place to go; government officials wanted them to leave and were willing to use force; decided situation was a threat so he sent United States army to remove marchers; use of force a mistake because many Americans believed the government’s actions against veterans were uncalled for; Bonus March demonstrated first amendment in action; Truman: blacks denied training by military leaders because they knew it could advance them in rank and some did not want that; blacks thought living in a democracy and fighting for democracy in both world wars entitled them to equal rights; blacks wanted same rights whites had; thought that if racial discrimination ended in military and blacks contributed in equal ways to war efforts their claim to citizenship would be stronger; order abolishing segregated Jim Crow units resulted in blacks and whites coming together; even though blacks and whites integrated in military discrimination continued outside)
- Incorporates some relevant information from documents 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates limited relevant outside information (Hoover: 1929 stock market crashed and a depression began; colonial legacy impacted thinking about constitutional rights; Truman: since late 1800s African American civil rights leaders such as W. E. B. Du Bois wanted segregation to come to an end in all areas of life but it continued into 1950s and 1960s; University of Mississippi refused to accept James Meredith because he was black; troops sent by President Kennedy to protect Meredith and by President Eisenhower to Little Rock to enforce Brown v. Board of Education)
- Includes relevant facts, examples, and details (Hoover: unemployed veterans demanded immediate and full payment of bonuses for service in World War I; about 20,000 veterans moved on Washington; House passed Bonus Bill; clash between police and veterans led to violence; tents and shanties of veterans sprawled across Anacostia Flats; Truman: African American A. Philip Randolph was civil rights activist who demanded end to racial segregation in armed forces in 1941; in military they were put into own units, transported on segregated trains, and lived in segregated barracks; black soldiers able to fight in integrated units in United States Army and other armed forces after order)
- Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a restatement of the theme

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Although the discussion of Hoover focuses on document information, references to the colonial legacy and constitutional rights are effective. While historical references are included for both presidential actions, further development of these ideas would have made the examples more effective.
Throughout our Country's history, we have had many foreign and domestic challenges. Challenges that require quick action and good decision making from our government to make sure that things don't get out of hand. The decisions of our leaders in these trying times can influence our Country for many years in the future both positively or negatively. Two Domestic challenges that are great examples of this are the Pullman Strike in the late 1800's and the protesters of the Bonus Army post World War I.

In the late 1800's, our Country was in the worst depression it had been in for a very long time. Workers from the Pullman Company were forced to pay rent 25% higher than any of the closer towns, they were forced to buy their own food on top of the cost for rent and were overcharged for that too. Eventually workers started to protest. Soon the American Railway Union refused to ship any Pullman Cars and even set some of them on fire. Eventually this became a National disruption and the railroads, particularly in western states were at a standstill. President Grover Cleveland decided that the federal government would have to step in to get the railways Moving again. Federal troops went in amongst protesters and even shot at and killed some of them. By the end of the Strike 150,000 people were involved. After Cleveland's decision, labor unions were not allowed again until the Wagner Act of 1935.

Another example of the presidents impact on the future, similar to the Pullman Strikes, was the Bonus Army in 1932. The Bonus Army was a huge group of veterans who stormed Washington D.C demanding their bonus from fighting in World War I. This was during another rough patch in our economical history, and most of
these veterans were unemployed and Many of them homeless. They had nowhere else to go. They were treated with respect at first, but days and days had gone by and they were not leaving. The district police first attempted to get rid of the Bonus Army but eventually troops from the army had to step in. Eventually a New president was elected and the Bonus Army paved the path for veterans in the future and now veterans are paid their bonus’s and others can peacefully protest in Washington.

Because of these Domestic Challenges and the actions of our government, our Country is the way it is today.

Anchor Level 2-A

The response:
- Minimally develops all aspects of the task for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is primarily descriptive (Cleveland: in late 1800s country in worst depression it had been in for very long time; workers started to protest treatment; railroads particularly in western states came to standstill; decided federal government had to step in to get railways moving again; Hoover: huge group of veterans who stormed Washington, D.C.; veterans treated with respect at first but days went by and they did not leave; district police first attempted to get rid of them; Bonus Army paved path for others to peacefully protest in Washington, D.C.); includes faulty application (Cleveland: after decision labor unions not allowed until Wagner Act of 1935)
- Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
- Presents no relevant outside information
- Includes relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: workers from Pullman forced to pay rent 25 percent higher than any of closer towns; workers overcharged for food; American Railway Union refused to ship any Pullman cars and set some of them on fire; federal troops shot and killed some protesters; 150,000 people involved in strike; Hoover: veterans demanding bonuses from fighting in World War I; most veterans unemployed and many homeless; troops from army had to step in; bonuses paid to veterans)
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that state domestic challenges and the corresponding actions of the government affect our country positively and negatively for many years in the future

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Although an understanding of document information and the task is demonstrated, the lack of supporting facts and details weakens the effort. A few analytic statements are included; however, they are not developed.
The president of the United States has many executive powers. One of these powers are the ability to send federal troops to end riots and uprisings. This power was first used when George Washington marched to western Pennsylvania with his troops to put an end to the Whiskey Rebellion. Other events where this executive power has been used is the Pullman strike in Chicago and the Bonus Army in the nation's capital, Washington D.C.

The Pullman strikes came from a number of causes. These causes range from poor living conditions to overpriced goods (document 1). In fact, “He sold at ten cents per gallon of water that he bought from Chicago for four cents.” (document 1). However, the main cause for the Pullman strike was a wage cut. Wages were cut on an average of 25%, yet the cost of living remained the same. (document 1). Railroad workers had over 150,000 people on strike. Many boycotted Pullman rail products as well. (document 2a). That's when the president's executive power comes in. President Grover Cleaveland sent federal troops to Chicago to stop the strike and riots. On July 6th 1894 over 6,000 people destroyed over $340,000 in railroad property leading to two deaths by troops opening fire. (document 2a). This strike set a precedent for Presidents to use deadly Force to stop riots. (document 3). Some other riots where deadly Force was used are the riots that killed four college students in Ohio and the Bonus Army.

The Bonus Army is another rebellion where the President used executive power to put an end to it. These uprisings started when the United States government got involved in WWI, they promised their soldiers bonuses after the war. However, the Bonus never came and many veterans were forced into poverty. (document 4c). Fueled with
anger veterans marched to the capital demanding the bonuses they were promised, and were persistent, (document 4c). On July 28, 1932, President Herbert Hoover declared with his executive power that all homeless veterans be evicted from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Ave, (document 4c). The government used police to enforce this and two veterans were killed, (document 4c). Not only that but the government said, “the marchers were criminals and communists,” (document 5b). However, the American public disagreed and saw the veterans were, “little different from the rest of the nation, they had no work and wanted to feed their families,” (document 5b). In the long run this uprising helped exaggerate the first amendment right to “petition the government for redress of grievances,” (document 6).

Our President is usually pretty balanced with the use of checks and balances. However, they can use executive power to do many things. One power is to send Federal troops to stop rebellions. This was used on the Pullman Strikes and the Bonus Army.
The response:
- Minimally develops all aspects of the task for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is primarily descriptive (Cleveland: wages cut an average of 25 percent yet cost of living remained same; set precedent for presidents to use deadly force to stop riots; Hoover: fueled with anger veterans marched to capital to demand promised bonuses; government said marchers were criminals and communists; American public saw veterans as little different from rest of nation as they wanted to feed their families; helped bring attention to first amendment right to petition government for redress of grievances); includes faulty analysis (Cleveland: four college students in Ohio killed in riots; Hoover: bonus never came and many veterans forced into poverty)
- Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
- Presents no outside information
- Includes relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: Pullman workers faced poor living conditions and overpriced goods; water purchased for four cents sold for ten cents; over 150,000 railroad workers on strike; sent federal troops to Chicago to stop strike and riots; over 6,000 people destroyed over $340,000 in railroad property; troops killed two people; Hoover: soldiers who fought in World War I were promised bonuses; veterans evicted from vacant buildings on Pennsylvania Avenue by police and two veterans killed)
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that mentions Washington as the first president to send troops to end the Whiskey Rebellion and a conclusion that states the use of checks and balances usually keeps the president balanced but executive power can be used to do many things

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Brief explanations of document information, document quotations, and generalizations are the basis for a methodical presentation that addresses all aspects of the task. Although a general understanding of the task is demonstrated, supporting facts, details, and outside information would have strengthened the discussion, especially in the treatment of the influence of the presidents.
The president of the United States has long since possessed the power to command the armed forces since the passage of the Constitution. This gives the Commander in Chief control over the branches of military. Examples of the president’s power over the military have been displayed throughout the course of history. President Grover Cleveland and President Harry Truman have particular impacts on history displayed through their power as Commander in Chief.

During the Pullman strike in 1894, workers of the Pullman Company went on strike. Reason being, the company overcharged rent and required workers to only buy necessities from them even though workers could buy them at other places for cheaper. In response, workers went on a strike. (Doc. 1) Members of the American Railway Union ceased operation of trains with Pullman Cars. In response to this national disruption of the railways, President Grover Cleveland sent in troops to Chicago. Federal troops shot and killed four American, while wounding twenty others with their gunfire. (Doc. 3) This was the first time in National history that the President sent federal troops to support the capital side of a strike (Doc. 3).

Another example in history in which the President displayed his power as Commander would be when President Harry Truman abolished Jim Crow laws. Prior to World War II, all branches separated black soldiers into their own units and housed them in poorly conditioned barracks (Doc. 7a). Black organizations pressed hard for equality in the armed services, believing that the military was a direct expression of people and ending discrimination in the armed forces would have benefits to society (Doc. 7b). After World War II, President
Truman acted with his power as both president and Commander in Chief by abolishing Jim Crow laws. All branches allowed black servicemen the same conditions as white servicemen (Doc. 8a.). The border between white and black blurred and Negros life began to merge with the white’s. White and Black serviceman served together and their families could live next door to eachother, even their children played together and went to the same schools. 

In ending, the President’s power as commander in chief has had long since present effects on American history. While there have been negative impacts because of this power, like when President Cleveland ordered federal troops on Chicago in 1894, there have also been positive impacts as well. President Truman arguably had the largest impact on the end of racial discrimination throughout most of America, when he abolished the Jim Crow laws. History has since seen rather impressive results, such as the integration of “Negro life” into American society.
The response:
• Minimally develops all aspects of the task for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
• Is primarily descriptive (Cleveland: Pullman Company overcharged rent and required workers to only buy necessities from them even though they were cheaper at other places; Truman: prior to World War II all branches of armed forces separated black soldiers into own units; black organizations pressed hard for equality in armed services believing military was a direct expression of people and ending discrimination in armed forces would benefit society; border between whites and blacks blurred); includes faulty analysis (Cleveland: first time federal troops sent in to support railroad owners)
• Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 3, 7, and 8
• Presents no relevant outside information
• Includes relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: workers of Pullman Company went on strike; members of American Railway Union stopped operation of trains with Pullman cars; federal troops sent to Chicago; troops shot and killed four Americans and wounded 20 others; Truman: ordered all branches to allow black servicemen same conditions as white servicemen; whites and blacks served together, families lived next door to each other, children played together, and children went to same schools); includes an inaccuracy (Truman: abolished Jim Crow laws)
• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the theme and a conclusion that notes presidential actions can have positive and negative effects

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Most of the discussion focuses on a basic interpretation of document information that addresses all aspects of the task, although the influence of President Cleveland’s decision is limited to one general statement. While an awareness of relevant information is evident, its application is weak and lacks explanation as in the treatment of Jim Crow laws.
The president of the United States has been granted power as the commander in chief by the constitution. Although the president has used his military powers to commit troops overseas, he has also used this power to respond to domestic challenges. These challenges have included President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike, President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army, and President Harry Truman and the segregation in the armed forces.

According to Henry F. Graff in document 1 the Pullman workers went on strike because “the Company cut wages an average of 25 percent without a comparable cut in rent or in the cost of necessities.” Pullman eventually refused to listen to anymore complaints and dismissed from their jobs those who persisted in the outcry. The strikers refused to man the train which resulted in asking President Grover Cleveland to send out federal troops to keep order and to guarantee the safe handling of the mails. According to document 2, “6,000 rail workers destroyed over $340,000 worth of railroad property.”

In 1932 veterans from World War 1 march on Washington DC due to not having jobs, homes, or any place to come home. “The house passed the bonus Bill but when the senate voted it down by an overwhelming margin…” Two veterans were killed and several district police were injured in a scuffle that follow. President Hoover then sent the U.S. army to take over, according to document 4c. In document 4b there is a picture of a violent clash between police and veterans on the morning of July 28, 1932.

Some of the president actions did not please the American society. Many people did not think the way the president treated the veteran’s in document 5b. They said, “They had no work and they wanted to feed their families.”
The response:
- Minimally addresses all aspects of the task for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is descriptive (Cleveland: Pullman eventually refused to listen to anymore complaints; those who persisted in outcry were dismissed from jobs; federal troops sent to keep order and guarantee safe handling of mails; Hoover: some of president’s actions did not please American society; many people did not like the way the president treated the veterans because they had no work and they wanted to feed their families)
- Includes minimal information from documents 1, 2, and 4
- Presents no relevant outside information
- Includes relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: Pullman workers went on strike; company cut wages an average of 25 percent without a comparable cut in rent or cost of necessities; strikers refused to man trains; 6,000 rail workers destroyed over $340,000 worth of railroad property; Hoover: veterans from World War I marched on Washington; did not have jobs, homes, or any place to come home; House passed Bonus Bill but Senate voted it down by overwhelming margin; two veterans killed and several district police injured in scuffle; sent army to take over; violent clash between police and veterans on morning of July 28, 1932)
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the theme and lacks a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. Methodical use of document quotations and simplistic summaries of that information indicate only a basic understanding of the task. Although all aspects of the task are mentioned, development is very limited.
Everything the President does has an effect on our country. No matter foreign or domestic, it will have an effect. When the President took action against the Bonus Army and segregation in the Armed Forces, it had an effect on the country then, now, and in the future. The President’s actions influenced the United States/American society.

On the morning of July 28, 1932, there was a violent clash between police and the Bonus Army veterans (4b). This violent clash led to the President, President Herbert Hoover to take action and send in the United States Army to take over (4c). When this event happened, back in 1932, the Bonus Army and the President’s action influenced the future American Society. Since 1932, “Millions of Americans have since peacefully marched on Washington in support of various causes, their way paved by the veterans of 1932” (6).

“Following World War II, on orders from President Truman, the Army, Navy, and Air Force abolished their traditional Jim Crow units” (8a). Leading up to the President’s actions, “Black organizations pressed hard for equality within the armed services” (7b). The Black organizations “viewed the military as a key institution in American life” (7b). By President Truman abolishing the Jim Crow units, he changed the military and American Society forever. “We saw Negro and white servicemen eating at the same mess-hall tables, drinking at the same on-base bars, playing ball on the same teams” (8a). Also, “They sleep in the same barracks, share lavatories and showers” (8a). On base homes were also assigned without any regard for race. “White and Negro families live next door to one another, baby sit for one another, watch TV together, share...
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**backyard barbecues** (8a). By President Truman abolishing the Jim Crow units, he shaped the United States Military to what it is today.

Based on Documents 4b, 4c, 6, 7b and 8a, the actions of the President has effects on our country for many, many years to come.

The actions of Presidents Herbert Hoover and Harry Truman helped shape America to what it is today.

Anchor Level 1-B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The response:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Minimally addresses all aspects of the task for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is descriptive (<em>Hoover</em>: since 1932 millions of Americans have peacefully marched on Washington; <em>Truman</em>: black organizations pressed hard for equality within armed services; military viewed as key institution in American life; changed military forever by abolishing Jim Crow units; shaped military to what is today)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Includes minimal information from documents 4, 6, 7, and 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presents no relevant outside information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Includes relevant facts, examples, and details (<em>Hoover</em>: violent clash between police and Bonus Army veterans on July 28, 1932; sent United States Army to take over; <em>Truman</em>: ordered army, navy, and air force to abolish traditional Jim Crow units; black and white servicemen ate at same mess-hall tables, drank at same on-base bars, played ball on same teams, slept in same barracks, and shared lavatories and showers; on-base homes assigned without regard to race; white and black families lived next door to one another, babysat for one another, watched television together, and shared backyard barbecues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and conclusion that are a restatement of the theme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. A limited understanding of the task is demonstrated in a limited but generally accurate overview of each policy. Brief summaries and quotations of document information are used to make general statements that would have benefited from supporting facts and details.
Throughout history, there have been civil unrest and protests. An example of this is the United States. Sometimes the protests get prompt presidential action. Such is the case with the Pullman Strike and the Bonus Army. Both presidents at the time decided to take matters into their own hands. These events shocked the U.S. and created an ever evolving mindset about veterans and workers for years to come.

The Pullman company was a success because its cars were on almost every railroad in the United States. However, it was not a very good company in terms of concern for their workers’ welfare. In fact, they would regularly try to out right exploit their employees who lived in a small town near the Pullman factory. These workers were hit hard by a depression and wage decreases. As stated in Document 1, the workers’ wages would be slashed, sometimes up to 25% while the rent and food cost the exact same. If workers complained they were promptly fired. The workers were expendable because there were so many workers looking for jobs. Due to growing resentment a strike soon started and the American Railway Union joined the struggle. Many of the Pullman employees joined that union hoping that with larger numbers the company would have to listen to them. The union included 150,000 workers when the members were ordered to hold the trains hostage if carrying any Pullman cars and some destroyed railroad property when deputies paid by railroad owners tried to keep the railroads running. However, once the passage of mail was jeopardized President Grover Cleveland decided to intervene. The strike turned violent and ended with multiple deaths. Grover Cleveland supported the business owners and ignored the problems faced by
workers during this “Age of Big Business.” The final nails in labor’s coffin was the Omnibus indictment (Doc. 3) and the charges against the labor union leaders being upheld by federal courts. Injunctions could be used to stop labor unions from striking, which was the only hope they had. This majorly effected the U.S. First, it signified the first ever national strike in the U.S. failed. Most of the people in government were united in a single front against the interests of workers. Second, it signified the U.S.’s support of big business over the interests of the working people. Lastly, it brought the fight for better protection against exploitative business practices to a stand still. Unions lost power and reforms were hard to achieve. However, there was still more controversy to be had. It would take the Great Depression to make people understand that increasing wages would be good for the economy.

Another major event in U.S. history was the arrival of the Bonus Army in Washington. When WWI Army vets marched upon Washington for their deferred bonuses a huge commotion occurred after Congress did not pass the bill they had lobbied for. (Doc. 4c) Many veterans were homeless or unemployed because of the Great Depression and demanded to be payed the bonuses that had been promised to them. However, when the U.S. Senate voted down the bonus bill, most men were left with nothing but their shanties on Anacostia Flats. The district police proceeded to get into scuffles with them and President Herbert Hoover decided to send troops to take over when policemen were injured. The troops burnt down veterans’ homes and some people died. Upon seeing these horrific events (Doc 5b) and protests in newspaper photographs, Americans became uneasy.
only were Herbert Hoover’s actions inexcusable but they were against United States Veterans. They were people who had served their country in a time of need and now were just asking for an earlier payment of their bonus to support their families. The federal government did not seem to care about their predicament and just wanted them gone. Hoover’s popularity went down the drain as many Americans could sympathize with the march. Many people also blamed Hoover when the depression continued for so long. The Bonus March was a tipping point for Hoover’s presidency which ended in 1933. After the Bonus March controversy, many gains were made in the U.S. to support the well-being of veterans. The GI Bill which would benefit veterans and their families was created as a direct response to what had occurred with the Bonus Army and would mean that returning veterans would have a better chance of being successful after serving their country. The influence of the Bonus March was important (Doc 6) as many more marches would occur after they paved the way. While there has been many marches and protests two of the most controversial were the Pullman Strike and the Bonus Army. Both had much of the country in an uproar over the situation. Both ended in violence caused by the President’s use of federal troops. Both illustrated what was wrong and what needed to be fixed and both paved the way to reforms we have today.
American presidents are often the faces during public disasters. They take the brunt if public opinion is negative or if their policies are weak or ineffective. When challenged by the public about failed policies, President Hoover was forced to take government responsibility for the clash with the Bonus Army. For President Truman, the question of democratic values was dealt with through the desegregation of the army. Both events share a common theme of questioning constitutional values and upholding them in ways that shaped American society. President Hoover was already being hit with public backlash over the steady collapse of the economy, which followed the stock market crash in 1929. The Bonus Army march was a blatant challenge to the ineffectiveness of his actions. By 1932, many people were forced out of homes because of mortgage foreclosures and loss of savings as banks failed and their jobs were cut. Poor neighborhoods got poorer and Hoovervilles similar to the shanties on Anacostia Flats became family homes. WWI had ended in 1919, and the veterans were in Washington D.C. demanding their service bonuses early. They were unemployed and desperate but the President and the Senate opposed that idea. It was expected that the veterans would go home even though many no longer had homes. The police tried to force them to leave but the situation became violent and the President decided to send in troops to drive the “revolutionary” crowd out of Washington. Much of the country was critical of President Hoover and saw this decision as a disaster—another ineffective action taken to deal with the problems people were facing because of the depression! It seemed unreasonable for the government and a violation of human rights to brutalize American veterans who had served their country and to also endanger their families. Hoover
was not doing his job in upholding the constitution, when it came to promoting the general welfare, and treating American citizens fairly. The Constitution allowed for protest of government (Document 6). Hoover was ok with the veterans’ protests until he decided they were “criminals and communists” when they would not leave (Document 5b). Americans did not agree with him. Americans had lost confidence in Hoover and elected the Democratic candidate for president in 1932, Franklin D Roosevelt. The Bonus Army had helped elect a president whose economic policies would help the country out of the Depression and change the United States forever. The government would now take more responsibility for its citizens including those who served in the military. Roosevelt’s proposal for a G.I. Bill would be important for veterans. The government promised them they would not be forgotten and left on their own like the Bonus marchers had been. 

President Truman revolutionized a federal institution that had long employed discrimination, and pushed a political agenda which encouraged the Civil Rights Movement. He believed that African Americans should have their full rights as citizens of the United States. Desegregating the military was one of the first actions he took towards achieving that goal. African Americans who served in the world wars had hoped their patriotism and sacrifice might get them closer to achieving equality on the home front. After both wars they returned home and continued to be denied equal protection of the law, voting rights, and often basic dignity. Intolerant groups such as the KKK, who had been around since the Civil War continued their harassment and many politicians continued to ignore the discrimination. African Americans were frustrated at the hypocrisy of fighting for
democratic values when they were being treated undemocratically_____
(Document 7b). Segregation and racial discrimination defined the__
African American in the military. While Plessy v. Ferguson was still the law of the land, many Blacks thought it absolutely wrong that they__
should be asked to help a government that would not pass an anti-__
lynching law at a time when black men were still getting lynched in__
the South. The unbalance in equality between races which had been____
going on for centuries was becoming unacceptable. Truman decided to
issue an executive order and desegregate the military, which was a long
overdue progressive move. Even though Blacks continued to be victims of rampant discrimination in some civilian areas (like housing) they__
were now more likely to be promoted in rank and allowed to perform more
than menial labor. African Americans could coexist with whites on____
military bases and work as a team on the battlefield and not have to__
deal with Jim Crow. (Document 8a and 8b). This desegregation____
precedent also encouraged African Americans to believe the_________
government was on their side and the time was right to take a stand__
against other forms of discrimination. This attitude eventually led to
a Civil Rights Movement that achieved the passage of Civil Rights____
Acts that would finally end the discriminatory policies that were still__
being followed in civilian communities.______________________________

Many in American society supported progressive views about
veterans and African Americans. Veterans were seen as heros of____
events in Europe, and people wanted them to be treated properly and____
have their rights upheld. African Americans were encouraged by____
desegregation of the military, and helped organize the Civil Rights____
Movement.
Presidents over the years have had to deal with many problems in the society they were running. These problems may have started off small and gotten big, or have been big the whole time. Some examples of these problems dealt with are the Pullman Strike and the still undergoing problem of discrimination of minorities. These were handled by two presidents, President Grover Cleveland faced the Pullman Strike and President Harry Truman with segregation in the Armed Forces. The way these presidents would go about solving the issue at hand is different. This is demonstrated by President Cleveland going against the people, and President Truman going with the people.

In Illinois the railroad workers are going on strike for the poor treatment and overpay of goods. President Cleveland would go on the side of the railway companies due to the fact of goods not being delivered. It is stated in Document 1 that, “Within a month, railroad traffic, particularly in the western states, was almost at a standstill.” This means that due to the strike, a large amount of the nation is being affected. Those on strike would soon influence many other workers of the railroad companies to go on strike also. The result of this would be the president at the time sending troops to the companies. At first the troops were to make sure the strikers went back to work, but soon they were sent to stop riots and protect the companies. The small strikes turned into mass fires and mobs attacking deputies. The once peaceful strikes turned into fights with the mob who “attacked the state militia” as stated in Document 2. Also in Document 2 strikers were killed or wounded ending up in a bigger conflict.
Meanwhile, President Truman heard the cries of the minorities complaining about the Armed Forces. They were saying that although they were labeled as soldiers they felt like maids or janitors. The people were mistreated and “performed menial labor such as maintaining latrines” as seen in Document 2a. All these reports showed the life of someone judged or underestimated due to skin color. Even though these people wanted to fight for and with Americans for reasons like ones they were facing, they couldn’t. President Truman would do his best to deal with this by getting rid of the Jim Crow laws in the Armed Forces. The effect of this would be happiness for the military life of all men and women. Said happiness would unfortunately only apply to the minorities still in the Armed Forces. For once they were out they had to deal with discrimination and segregation in everyday life. This is due to the fact that Jim Crow laws were only taken away from the Armed Forces and not States. So many African Americans would have peaceful protest or embargo’s on certain things. Both President Cleveland and President Truman had to make decisions to problems. They ultimately had to do what they thought was best for the nation while keeping the people in their favor. The way they went about the problems were different, but both resulted in a resolution.
Throughout the history of the United States as a nation, the president has had to face innumerable challenges both in foreign nations, on water, and within the United States itself. By the executive power granted to him, the president has often invoked his power as commander-in-chief in confronting domestic struggles either experiencing negative repercussions or achievements for the nation as a whole. Furthermore, with the eras the president has served in comes the fact that the political and cultural climate of the time will have inevitably influenced many of his decisions. In summation, the president of the United States has often influenced the United States and/or American society with his decisions which are often influenced by societal beliefs and the political/cultural climate of the time.

One prime example of a president’s response to a domestic issue that acted as stimuli for the use of military power was President Truman’s response to racial segregation in the American military. In this event, the historical circumstances of the earlier stages of the Cold War may have influenced Truman’s decision to support civil rights and integrate the armed forces. The United States criticized the Soviet Union’s mistreatment of people in countries behind the Iron Curtain, but at the same time the United States had been denying equal rights to African Americans for centuries. In the 1940s segregation and discriminatory policies in the military continued despite contributions made by African Americans in two world wars. The historical circumstances surrounding Jim Crow Laws and the long term prevailing discrimination that resulted from them did little to shake Truman’s resolve. Although there were many people opposed to
desegregating the military, civil rights leaders such as A. Philip Randolph and black organizations “pressed hard” (Documents 7a and 7b). The president’s action influenced the United States in that his executive order was a profound moment between those of African descent and whites, because of the abolishment of segregation in one of America’s key institutions. By the time of the United Nations action in Korea segregated military units were ending. This, however, did not have an immediate effect on civilian communities. America’s society was not greatly affected by Truman’s decision as segregation and the “separate but equal” doctrine still ran rampant predominantly in the South but also in some areas of the Northern United States. For example, “outside the gates of their bases, black military personnel found that civilian communities treated them in the same manner as they did their local minority population.” (Document 9) Jim Crow laws in areas such as public education had not yet been affected by the 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education. Civil rights laws banning housing discrimination and segregated public places had not been passed by Congress. It is clear that even with Truman’s executive order, the racial segregation and prejudice against blacks and other minorities still pervaded multiple aspects of American life and would in some cases last for decades. Despite the military being a key institution defending the democratic values that America attempts to uphold, the inherent racial inequity ideologies perpetrated by racist whites were still in action even in the military after Truman’s order. However, when touring the South in 1963 the Brechers “saw Negro and white servicemen eating at the same mess-hall tables, drinking at the same
on-base bars, playing ball on the same teams. They sleep in the same barracks, share lavatories and showers, borrow money from one another until pay day.” (Document 8). Clearly as this document states, Truman was able to effectively abolish segregation in one of the most fundamental and vital areas of the U.S. government. By taking this step he was moving the country in the right direction. He was preparing the country for a greater expansion of civil liberties in the 1950s and 1960s. Despite the fact that racism continued throughout the country even after Truman’s order was enacted, Truman’s intent was clearly important as it ended segregation in a part of American life that had previously been deeply grounded upon beliefs of racial inequity. President Truman did more for the advancement of civil rights than anyone since the Radical Republicans after the Civil War.

Another example of a president’s response to a domestic issue would be the usage of military power to quell the implications of the “bonus army”. This event was considered to be a pivotal event that gave us a better understanding of larger issues such as respect for veterans and the right to protest. (Document 6). Many Americans had already lost faith in Washington and President Hoover by the time the “bonus army” arrived. The veterans and many others in America wanted jobs so they could feed their families and pay their bills. The federal government was not doing much to help them. (Document 5). The veterans wanted cash from their bonuses and created a “civil commotion” to get it. Denied their bonus money by Congress the veterans decided to stay in Washington. President Hoover ordered the military to remove them. The violence that occurred as a result shocked
many in the country. It is clear that this pivotal movement in which federal troops attacked veterans sparked a wave of protest all over the country for a cause that almost everyone could identify with. Increasing numbers of Americans were feeling helpless just like the veterans. Hoover did not seem to care about them either. This fact and Hoover’s order was ultimately a factor in FDR winning the election and ultimately supporting the GI bill. Despite the loss of the lives of two veterans and the national unrest of the American people, the civil commotion caused by the march of the “bonus army” led to pivotal change. The storm of protest that followed MacArthur’s attack showed that “any remaining faith in Washington was now called into question, especially when Hoover and MacArthur attempted to justify their orders by saying that the marchers were criminals and communists.” (Document 5b). It became important to FDR that the federal government should help World War II veterans avoid the circumstances that led to the “bonus march”. Others believed that the veterans made it clear that although their march did not meet with immediate success it was a reminder to Americans that protest is a constitutional right.
Presidents in history often use their power as commander and chief to make domestic decisions. Domestic refers to inside the USA. Two times when this happened is when Herbert Hoover sent troops to disband the bonus army in Washington D.C. and when President Harry Truman ended segregation in the armed forces. These were important things that happened that had many causes & effects.

The Bonus army was promised bonuses for the time they put in during WWI. (doc 4C). The veterans were not supposed to get their bonuses for several more years, but due to factors such as the great depression, they were poor and wanted the money now (O1). The great depression had many contributing factors. Black tuesday happened: which was when the stock market crashed (O1) causing people to lose their jobs and money in the bank. Not able to pay mortgages people lost their homes and farmers lost their farms. At about the same time the dust bowl was destroying crops and Herbert Hoover believed the American people could make it through the great depression without government handouts and large scale government intervention in the economy. (O1). Herbert Hoover said during the great depression that “nobody is actually starving” but they were. Bread lines and soup kitchens could only do so much and they were running out of supplies and money. Due to the great depression almost everyone including veterans did not have a lot of money. The veterans only hope was their bonus and like a lot of discouraged Americans they had a general dislike for Herbert Hoover. The Bonus army wanted their money there and then. But the Senate did not pass the law, ending their hope. The Bonus army protests were ok with Hoover but when the veterans stay in Washington too long after Congress voted
Hoover sent troops to evict marchers from government buildings, killing & hurting veterans (doc 5b). The effect that this had was that the bonus army cleared the way for more peaceful protests in the USA in years to come for causes people believed in and actions they wanted the government to take. The negative outlook the government and Hoover received for the way the Bonus Marchers were treated led to his losing the next election (doc 5b & doc 6). Now that the government had understood the problem caused by disrespecting veterans an event like this would probably not happen again to veterans. Also the USA had to think of a way to care for veterans after their service. Although the GI Bill did this there are still veteran concerns that have been difficult to address.

Another domestic decision made by one of America’s commanders and chiefs was Truman’s decision to end segregation in the military. This decision came at a time when civil rights was becoming an important issue in the United States of America (Ol). African American veterans from World War II were becoming more active in civil rights organizations and wanted their voices heard. Before World War II there were demands to end segregation in the military and stop discrimination against blacks in housing and jobs. President Roosevelt failed to act but Truman did. His decision did have a powerful effect on society. His decision to abolish Jim Crow Units (doc 8B) meant black and white soldiers would now work together in the armed forces on the battlefield and throughout the armed forces. Doc 8B shows a picture of both races working together to achieve a single goal of defeating the North Koreans and getting home alive. The more time blacks and whites spent together the more equal they
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seem to become and race became less of an issue. Blacks and whites seemed to get along in military communities, where they would live next door to one another, babysit each others kids, and borrow money from each other (Doc 8A). If integration could work on military bases it could work in civilian communities too. While racism may of still been stronger on the homefront (doc 9), this decision helped pave a way towards a start at ending racism in America. Everyone working together in the military shows USA citizens that the government trusts African Americans to do important jobs, like the ones in the military and defending the country. Integrating the military helped the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s. People such as Martin Luther King Jr. and the NAACP worked hard to gain full citizenship rights for African Americans. It helped integrate public accommodations throughout the South.

The domestic decisions discussed put forward by Truman and Hoover both had unique causes and lasting effects. One helped establish the right of peaceful protest, even though it wasn’t the intent, while the other took a step towards ending racism. These decisions show the impact a president can have while spending their term(s) in office.
The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is more descriptive than analytical (Cleveland: Pullman workers hit hard by depression and wage decreases; Cleveland supported business owners and ignored problems faced by workers during this age of big business; Omnibus indictment and federal courts upholding charges against labor union leaders were defeats for labor; most people in government united against interests of workers; indictment brought fight for better protection against exploitative business practices to standstill; unions lost power and reforms were difficult to achieve; Hoover: many veterans homeless or unemployed because of Great Depression and demanded to be paid bonuses promised to them; most men left with nothing but shanties on Anacostia Flats; veterans asking for earlier payment of bonuses to support families; lost popularity and his presidency ended in 1933; many more marches occurred since Bonus Army paved way)
- Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
- Incorporates relevant outside information (Cleveland: Pullman Company a success because cars on almost every railroad in United States; many Pullman employees joined union hoping with larger numbers company would listen to them; injunctions could be used to stop labor unions from striking; United States supported big business over interests of working people; Hoover: many people blamed him when Depression continued; GI Bill benefits veterans and their families and means returning veterans have better chance of success after serving)
- Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: wages of Pullman workers slashed sometimes up to 25 percent while costs of rent and food stayed the same; workers who complained were fired; American Railway Union joined struggle; union included 150,000 workers when members ordered to hold trains hostage if carrying Pullman cars; intervened when passage of mail jeopardized; strike turned violent and ended with multiple deaths; Hoover: World War I army veterans marched on Washington for deferred bonuses; Senate voted down Bonus Bill)
- Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that notes both the Pullman strike and the Bonus Army paved the way for reforms we have today

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The discussion of the influence of Cleveland’s action includes good historical conclusions about its short- and long-term impact on workers. Although some thoughtful statements support the more document-driven treatment of Hoover, additional facts and details would have strengthened the discussion.
The response:

- Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is more analytical than descriptive (*Hoover:* expected veterans would go home even though many no longer had homes; situation became violent and president decided to send troops; much of country saw decision as a disaster—another ineffective action taken to deal with problems people were facing because of Depression; not doing his job upholding Constitution when it came to promoting general welfare and treating American citizens fairly; OK with veterans’ protests until he decided they were criminals and communists when they would not leave; *Truman:* revolutionized federal institution that long employed discrimination and a political agenda; believed African Americans should have full rights as citizens; African Americans frustrated at hypocrisy of fighting for democratic values when being treated undemocratically; even though blacks continued to be victims of rampant discrimination in some civilian areas like housing they were now more likely to be promoted in rank and allowed to perform more than menial labor)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (*Hoover:* by 1932 many people forced out of homes because of mortgage foreclosures and loss of savings as banks failed and jobs cut; Hoovervilles similar to shanties on Anacostia Flats became family homes; World War I ended in 1919 and veterans in Washington, D.C., demanding service bonuses early; government would take more responsibility for citizens including those who served in military; Roosevelt’s GI Bill important as veterans would not be forgotten as Bonus Marchers had been; *Truman:* after both world wars African Americans returned home and continued to be denied equal protection of law, voting rights, and often basic dignity; many politicians continued to ignore discrimination; *Plessy v. Ferguson* was still the law of the land; led to civil rights movement that achieved passage of Civil Rights Act that finally ended discriminatory policies in civilian communities)
- Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (*Hoover:* veterans unemployed and desperate; police tried to force veterans to leave; president and Senate opposed to paying veterans their bonuses early; much of country critical of Hoover; Constitution allowed for protests of government; Americans did not agree with him and elected a Democrat president in 1932; *Truman:* encouraged civil rights movement; segregation and discrimination defined African Americans in military; could coexist with whites on military bases and work as a team on battlefield and not have to deal with Jim Crow)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that discusses how both crises share a common theme of questioning constitutional values and upholding them in ways that shaped American society and a conclusion that many in American society supported progressive views about veterans and African Americans

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. The assessment of historical circumstances leading to each president’s actions includes some good analysis surrounding both post-war eras. Interpretation of document information leads to effective conclusions about questioning and upholding constitutional values.
The response:

- Minimally addresses all aspects of the task for President Grover Cleveland and the Pullman strike and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
- Is primarily descriptive (Cleveland: sided with railroad companies because goods not being delivered; strike affected large amount of nation; strikers influenced other workers at railroad companies to also strike; sent troops to make certain workers returned to work but ended up stopping riots and protecting companies; small peaceful strikes turned into mass fires and mobs attacking deputies; Truman: minorities in armed forces said although they were labeled soldiers they felt like maids or janitors; blacks mistreated, judged, underestimated due to skin color; did his best by getting rid of Jim Crow in armed forces; once out of armed forces they had to deal with discrimination and segregation in everyday life)
- Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 7, and 8
- Presents no relevant outside information
- Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (Cleveland: in Illinois railroad workers went on strike because of poor treatment and overpriced goods; strikers killed and wounded ending up in a bigger conflict; Truman: blacks performed menial labor such as maintaining latrines; Jim Crow only taken away from armed forces not states)
- Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that states problems a president may face may have started off small and gotten bigger or were big to begin with and a conclusion that states both Cleveland and Truman did what they thought was best for the nation

**Conclusion:** Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Interpretation of document information leads to basic but mostly accurate conclusions that demonstrate a fundamental knowledge of the Pullman strike and desegregation of the armed forces. Although some analytic statements are scattered throughout the response, the lack of supporting facts and details limits their effectiveness.
The response:

- Develops all aspects of the task for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces and for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army
- Is both descriptive and analytical (Truman: although many people opposed to desegregating military civil rights leaders and black organizations pressed hard; despite executive order racial segregation and prejudice against blacks and other minorities lasted for decades; moved country in right direction by preparing it for greater expansion of civil liberties; Hoover: Bonus Army considered to be pivotal and gave better understanding of right to protest; veterans wanted bonuses and created civil commotion to get them; federal troops attacking veterans sparked wave of protest for a cause almost everyone could identify with; Hoover’s order a factor in Roosevelt winning election and supporting GI Bill; remaining faith in Washington called into question especially when Hoover and MacArthur attempted to justify orders by saying marchers were criminals and communists; although march not an immediate success it was a reminder to Americans that protesting is a constitutional right)
- Incorporates relevant information from documents 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
- Incorporates relevant outside information (Truman: United States criticized Soviet Union for mistreating people in countries behind Iron Curtain but at same time United States denying equal rights to African Americans; segregation and discriminatory policies in military continued despite contributions made by African Americans in two world wars; Jim Crow laws and long-term discrimination did little to shake Truman’s resolve; by Korean War segregated military units ended; American society not greatly affected by decision as segregation and “separate but equal” doctrine still existed in South and some areas of North; Jim Crow laws in public education not yet affected by Brown v. Board of Education; military a key institution defending democratic values America attempts to uphold; inequity ideologies still promoted by racist whites even in military after Truman’s order; did more for advancement of civil rights than anyone since Radical Republicans after Civil War; Hoover: important to Roosevelt that federal government help World War II veterans avoid circumstances that led to Bonus March)
- Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Truman: black military population treated same as local minority population when off base; black and white servicemen ate at same mess-hall tables, drank at same on-base bars, played ball on same teams, slept in same barracks, shared lavatories and showers, and borrowed money from one another; Hoover: veterans and many others in America wanted jobs so they could feed families and pay bills; bonuses denied by Congress so veterans decided to stay in Washington; ordered military to remove them; loss of two veterans; storm of protest followed MacArthur’s attack)
- Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that notes the president’s use of his power as commander in chief in confronting domestic struggles has either resulted in negative repercussions or achievements for the nation as a whole and lacks a conclusion

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Good relevant outside information and analytic statements characterize the discussion of Truman. While additional outside information would have strengthened the treatment of Hoover, the analysis of document information demonstrates a good depth of understanding.
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The response:

• Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for President Herbert Hoover and the Bonus Army and for President Harry Truman and segregation in the armed forces
• Is more descriptive than analytical (Hoover: when veterans stayed in Washington too long after Congress voted troops were sent to evict them from government buildings; Bonus Army cleared way for more peaceful protests in United States for causes people believed in and actions they wanted government to take; negative outlook for the way Bonus Marchers were treated led to his losing election; although GI Bill helped veterans there are still concerns to address; Truman: decision to end segregation in military came at a time when civil rights was becoming important issue; African American veterans from World War II became more active in civil rights organizations; before World War II there were demands to end segregation in military and stop discrimination in housing and jobs; abolishing Jim Crow units meant black and white soldiers worked together in armed forces on battlefield; more time blacks and whites spent together race became less of an issue; while racism still seemed stronger on home front his decision seemed to help pave way toward ending racism)
• Incorporates some relevant information from documents 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
• Incorporates relevant outside information (Hoover: on Black Tuesday stock market crashed causing people to lose their jobs and money in bank; people lost homes when they were not able to pay mortgages and farmers lost farms; believed American people could make it through Great Depression without government handouts and large-scale intervention in economy; bread lines and soup kitchens could only do so much and they were running out of supplies and money; Truman: integrating military helped civil rights movement; people such as Martin Luther King Jr. and the NAACP worked hard to gain rights for African Americans; helped integrate public accommodations throughout South)
• Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Hoover: veterans promised bonuses for time put in during World War I; Senate did not pass Bonus Bill; troops killed and hurt veterans; Truman: both races worked together to fight North Korea; blacks and whites seemed to get along in military communities where they lived next door to one another)
• Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the theme and a conclusion that states Hoover’s actions established the right of peaceful protest while Truman’s actions took a step toward ending racism

Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Document interpretation is supported by good explanations, especially in the discussion of the historical circumstances that led to Hoover’s actions. While some analytical conclusions about Truman are included, additional facts and details would have strengthened that discussion.
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Part I
Multiple-Choice Questions by Standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Question Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1—United States and New York History</td>
<td>3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 40, 41, 46, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2—World History</td>
<td>36, 38, 39, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3—Geography</td>
<td>1, 6, 37, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4—Economics</td>
<td>14, 15, 18, 24, 28, 30, 34, 35, 43, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5—Civics, Citizenship, and Government</td>
<td>2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 17, 20, 29, 42, 49, 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parts II and III by Theme and Standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thematic Essay</td>
<td>Change; Citizenship; Civic Values; Constitutional Principles; Diversity; Government; Individuals, Groups, Institutions; Reform Movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document-based Essay</td>
<td>Citizenship; Civic Values; Constitutional Principles; Diversity; Government; Individuals, Groups, Institutions; Presidential Decisions and Actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

Part II scoring information is found in Volume 1 of the Rating Guide.

Part III scoring information is found in Volume 2 of the Rating Guide.
Submitting Teacher Evaluations of the Test to the Department

Suggestions and feedback from teachers provide an important contribution to the test development process. The Department provides an online evaluation form for State assessments. It contains spaces for teachers to respond to several specific questions and to make suggestions. Instructions for completing the evaluation form are as follows:


2. Select the test title.

3. Complete the required demographic fields.

4. Complete each evaluation question and provide comments in the space provided.

5. Click the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page to submit the completed form.

The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the August 2019 Regents Examination in United States History and Government will be posted on the Department’s web site at: http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ on the day of the examination. Conversion charts provided for the previous administrations of the United States History and Government examination must NOT be used to determine students’ final scores for this administration.